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VOL.

XIII.— NO.

Holland

HOLLAND,

41.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

MICH.,

TfANPUTTEN,

W*., Dealer in Drugs, MediPaints, Oils, etc.; ProprietorofDr.
W. VanDen BiBa’aFamlly Medicines;River St.

(Sitg

The

Nemesifi.

forietws.

cines.

WHOLE

1884.

15,

In

Right forever §n the sciffbld,

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

iness.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN
OFFICE: No. 52 EIGHTH STREET.

of each

BROUWER &

CO., Dealers in all
Ivl kinds of Furniture, Cnrtainf,Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames.etc.:River st.

William IT Rogers.
.

runiturs.

\f EYEK,

Editor and Publisher.

week

Visitingbrothers
arecordlallyinvlted
L. D. Baldds, N. G.
William Baumoartkl, K. 8.

Terma of Subscription:

JOB PRINTING Promptly ani Nsatly Executed

was sent by

And behind the greet Unknown
Sitteth God witthln the shadow,
Keeping watch above His own.

month

the pert of San Francisco,and sought to

United States. He had no

of the
of Seeing.

certifi-

cate with him, as provided for under the

v

June4. July2. Aug. 6. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29,
Nov. 26, Dec. 31. bt, (John's days June 21, and

EoUli.

pITY HOTEL. Williams

\J

Bros., Proprietors.

The only first-classHotel in

the city. Is
located in the business center of the town, and has
one of the largestand best sample rooms in the
State. Free bus in connection with the Hotel.
Holland,
10-ly

'

O

Mich.

$2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub*
llshed whitout charge for subscrlheis.
£tr All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

father to China. In the

his

hut September he returned to

F. & A. M.
In every-daylife it is much more im- anti-Chinese laws of 1882 and 1881 He
ARuooLAHCommnnication
of Unity Lodgk,
yAN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General Dealers No. 101.F. A A.M..willbeheldat
.Masonic Hall portant to be an accurate observer than a was detained on board of the ship and
in Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hsts
Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock sharp, on Wednesday
and Caps, Flour. Provisions,etc. ; River street.
evenings. Jan. 9, Feb. 6, March 5. April 9, May 7, mere book learner. I have frequently thus preventedfrom landing at San Fran-

“

1

of

land at that port as a natural bora citizen

The Art

Dec. 27.
R. B. Best,

W.M.

D.L. BoTD.icc’v.

One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
firstinsertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
IMditiottiti
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
T)II(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
| 3 m. | 6 a. I 1 r.
JT Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot,
1 Square ................. 850 5 001 8 00 has good facilities for the traveling public,and Its
The Secret of Wealth5 00
8 00 110 00 table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda•* ..................
.............. 8 00 10 00 I 17 00 tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
Broken down invalids do you wish to
>4 Column ................
10 00 17 00 | 25 00
gain flesh, to acquire an appetite,to enjoy
OCOTT
HOTEL.
W.
P.
Scott,
proprietor.
17
00
25
00
I
40
00
..................
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and a regular habit of body, to obtain refresh................. 25 00 40 00 65 00
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.60 per day. Good accom- ing sleep, to feel and know that every fibre
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three modations can always be relied on. Holland,
and tissue of your system is being braced
8-ly
changes.
up and renovated. If so commence at
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three

X1 "
“

son of a Chinese merchant residing

was born there in 1870; and ia 1870 he

;

.

Mich.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

6fil.

Mendeclne, In the state of California,

Yet (hit sciffbld guides the future,

Qiasral Dialin.

91.50 per year if paid in advance;$1,75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.

i
3

Wrong foreveron the throne

I. 0. of 0- F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 102, 1 ndependent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mich. , on Tuesday Evening

NO.

Livery and fills BUblee.

lines,

T>OONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
JD andbarnonMarketslreet.Everythingfirstclass.

£ocal.

seen the latter made to blush for her de-

most unlearned, says

ficienciesby the

a

cisco; and, to test the lawfulnessof this
detention, a writ

of habeas corpus

wu

correspondentIn an English contempor- sued out from the circuit court of the
ary, lor in a contest between eyes and no United States. Mr. Justice Field, in deeyes, eyes have generally got the best of

livering the opinion of

it. Nature has given us such an inex-

that,

haustible store of interest that those

who

the court, held

although he was a Chinaman as te

his race,

being born

Chinese parentage,

of

through life without "seeing” lose he was not such as to his nationality,but

go
much

it.

of the zest of

The

savage,

who

was

boro citizen of the United

a natural

upon his keen eye States,within the meaning of the first secand quick ear, cultivates these faculties tion ef the Fourteenth Amendment of the
in an extraordinarydegree; for does he Constitutionof the United States, and
ueccssarillydepends

not see indications and hear sounds which
once a course of GOLDEN BEAL BIT- te an unpracticedobserver would be utTERS. In one week you will be c»nva- terly unintelligible? 80 also with all perlescent.In a month you will be well.
Don’t despair because you have a weak sons who live near the heart of nature.
constitution.Fortify the body against The English shepherd, while perhaps Ig-

hence that he had a right to land at Sau
Francisco without molestationor

Inter-

ference. This amendment declarea that
persons born or naturalizedin the

"all

United States, and subject to the jurisdicdesease by purifying all the fluids with norant of the very formation of the alpha- tion thereof, are citizens of the United
GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS. No epi bet, stores up a fund of interestingknowl- Stales.” This provision, as Mr. Justice
demic can take bold of a system thus foreField held, completelycovered the com of
Chicago & West Michigan Railway
VTIBBELINK, J. H„ Livery and Sale Stable; armed. The liver, the stomach, the bow- edge, derived entirelyfrom observation.
ii Ninth street, near Market.
els, the kidneys, are rendered disease
He can give you simple, interesting as- the petitioner. He was not only bora in
Taking Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.
proof by this great invigorant. Ruinous tronomicalfacts which might astonisha the United Slates, but he was born subject
Eiaufiotorlis,Killi, Shopi, Ite.
From
From Chicago
bills for medical attendance may be
to
to Holland.
scientist, as well as trustworthyinforma- te the jurisdiction thereof, within this jurPAUELS,
VAN
PUTTEN
A
CO.,
Proprietors avoided by counteractingthe first sympNl’t
Day
Nl’t
Mall.
Mail.
of Hugger Mills: Steam Saw and Flour toms of sickness with these Bitters.They tion on natural history and even botany. isdiction,and under the operation of ita
TOWHS.
Exp. Exp.
Exp. Exp.
Mille.) near foot of 8th street.
are recommended from friend to friend His pursuits lead him to study nature iu laws; and this made him a citizen of the
p.m. p.m. a.m.
p.m. p.m. a.m.
lotos 1 10 10 15 ....Holland ..... 255 10 05 4 50 YTAN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements and the sale increases daily. We warrant all its varied phases; It is in this way that United States,by the express language of
and Machinery,cor. River end Ninth Street. a cure. Sold by H.
38 4t
10 30
10 85 East Sangatnck 245
4 28
he can tell you that the arrival of the the ameodmeot. The fact that be be10 40 •••

TTAVERKATE,G.

J., Livery and Boarding
stable. Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’e
33-tf

Hotel.
XX

iait loads.

.

Holland
Chicago.

X

(

Walsh.

V

•

11
11
1
1
3
7

82
55
25
50
15
80

.

2
2
3
3
4
6

10

10
10
50

.NewRicnmond. 2 45 9 42 4 18

..Gd. Janction.. 205
. ...Bangor. ... 2 37
.Benton Harbor.12 40
1
l
. .8t. Joseph...12 30
230 ..New Buffalo..11 30
....Chicago
..... 8 55
5 25

05 11
17 11

00

45
30
50
05
15

07 3
56 8
00 1
55 1
7 18 12
340 9
9
8
8
7

80
10
55
50
45
55

fkyiieUii.

TkEST, R.

Physicianand Snrgeon. can be
X> found in his office,cor. River and Eighth
streets in Vanderveen'sBlock.
B.,

Try "Mareareta,”Alfred Wright’s new
perfume. For sale by
Eremers & Bangs.

it REMEKS, H., Physician and Snrgeon. ResiLadies’ Medical Adviser.
dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drag store of Kremere A
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
A
Complete
Medical Work for Women,
From Holland
From Grd. Rapids Bangs. Office hoars from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and handsomely bound in cloth and Illustrated.
from 5 to 6
50-ly
Grand
to Holland.
Tells how to prevent and cure all diseases
A.m.|p. m. p.m. TTATES. O. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
P'“; a.m.
of the sex, by a treatment at home.
10 05 3 00 15 00 ...Holland ..... 10 10: 1 15 9 50
X at residence on the corner of River and
3 12 5 13 ....Zeeland ..... 10 0J
9 40 Eleventh streets, formerlyoccupied by the late Worth its weight In Gold to ever lady suf3 80 5 33 ..Hndsonvllie... 9 45
9 15 Dr. B.
43-ly.
fering from any of these diseases.Over
3 43 5 50 ....Grandville...9 82
8 55
10,000 sold already. Postpaid only
10 45 4 00 6 10 ..Grand Rapfds.. 9 15 12 25 t8 85
Vf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
p .m. p.m. a. ra.
a. m. p.m. p.m.
*vA office at Graafrchapvillage,Allegan county, Cents. Postal Note or 2ct. Stamps. Address
PUBLISHING CO., N.
Mich. Officehonra from 12 to 2 p.
28-ly.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
a.m. p.m p.m.

a.m. p.m.

p.

to

m.

p.m.

Rapids.

Ledeboer.

.

Y.-

m.

to

From Holland
Muskegon..
p. m. a.m. a. m.
3 00 10 10 t52i ....Holland.

From Muskegon
to Holland
|p. m. p.m. Ip.m.
... 1 Id 3 00 9 40

50

NUNDA

PbJtsfriphir.

37

3m

awallow may be expected on the llth of longed to the Chinese race, and that his
April and net later than the 14tb. He will parents were aliens,in no way affectedthe

you the

tell

time

best

for noticingthe

B. P. the leading Photographer,Gallery opposite this office.

to
Allegan.

320

8 35
8 47
4 15

4

8 301 10
8 50 10
9 30 10
11

10

25
31
41
05

TV

habits; for instsoce, those like the swallow,

who

catch their food while in the air,

.Fillmore.. 4 55 9 50
1 05
.Hamilton.
4 45 942 12 50
.Dnnning..
4 35 9 30 12 15
..Allegaa.. 4 15 9 03 *11 35
p. ra. a. m. p.m.

m. a.m. |a
Produce, Etc.
• Mixed trains.
t Runs daily,all other trains dally except Sun( WHOLESALE.)
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Mixed Trains leave Holland,going north, at
85
7:50 am, arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m, Apples, 1)1 bnshel .................. 80 (2b
1 00
and at 10:05 p m. arrivingat Muskegonat 12:10 a Beans, £ bushel ......... ...... 80
17
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going south, Butter, $1 lb .....................
Eggs, $ dozen ....................
18
at 5 50 a m and 8:55 a m.
&
Honey, U lb ......................
14
Onions, $1 bushels ................ 30
40
Potatoes, $1 bushel ...............
25
30
Ulcblfan and Ohio Railroad.
RETAIL.
Apples, « bushel ..................
30
Taking Effect August IQth, 1884.

p.

(

.

OOINO WIBT

Ontral

Tim

30IM IAS?

Beans,

bushel

Butter,

lb

©
<a
S
@
^
..............
$

................

i 25
is
20
jg
50

...................... 17
Eggs per dozen ....................

Y.

Address,
N.

wash brushes,

7 50
7 67

..Jerome

..

8 26

..Moscow.. 8 20
807 ..Hanover. 809

228

1 10
12 55
2 10 12 80
1 59 11 56
1 88 11 00
986
1 12

221

8 18 ..Pulaski .. 759
8 40 .. Homer.. 7 37
909 ..Marshall 7 11
9 22 ...Ceresco.. 6 59
100 920
9 40 Battle Gr'k 640 12 42 8 82
A. X. 12 2S
754
266 440 P. X.
12 15
788
3 81 4 57
..Richland..
12 09
726
3 10 5
..Montieth.
11 80
600
3 45 680
--FUk....
11 27
5 46
3 53 650
..Kellogg.
11 21
535
8 59 704
A Allegan L
11 10
5 15
4 10 725
A. X. A. X.
r. k. r. x.
.

U

Train Connections.
At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dun*
dee, with T. A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with
Wabash, St Lonis A Pacific. At Tecnmseh,with
Lake Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L. 8. A M. S. At Hanover with L. S. AM. S. At
Homer, with L. 8. A M. JB. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Marshall, with M. 0. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
Chicago A Grand Trunk and M.C. R.R. At Montelth, with Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan,
with Chicago A West Mich, and L. 8. & M. 8.
Trains all daily except Sunday.
B. McHUGH,

.
f

............... §
Corn, shelled ft bushel ............ Oh 40
Flour, ^ bri ........................
© 4 35
Pine Corn Meal V 100 lbs ......... 1 an
Corn Meal f! 100

Feed,*

“

ton

*100

Hit, *

fits

......................
lb

IP. IKE.

WIIjIMIS,

......................

ton ............

.

.......... 700

Middling, * 100 fi> ...............
Oata,* DU8hel,new ................
Pearl Barley.* 100 J> ...............
Rye * bush 56 lbs ................
Timothy Seed, * bnshel ........
Wheat, white * bnshel ............
Red
.............
LancasterRed, * bnshel. .. .

more
latter

Datura), and

day tastes

more in unison with

when they

0

find the richest,the

most

There

is

reason why the same principle, upon

the

same conditions,should not

equally

apply te Indians or to any r»ce.
Very'

Bemarkable Recovery.

Mr. Geo. V. Willing, ef Manchester,
Mich., writes: "My wife has been almost
helpless for five years, so helpless that she

not turn ever in bed

She used two

are formed Bitters,and

from observation.Nature’s beek is the
one wherein we

status os citizens is not af-

fected by that of their parents.

is

new

able

bottles

of

alone.

Electric

much improved,that she

is

so

to

do her own work.”

Electric Bitters will

do

all that is

claimed for them. Hundreds of testimonvaried, and the most inexhaustible subials attest thslr great curative powers.
jects for thought. Whole pages of lesions
be learned from the very stones we

known

to those

who go through life with-

out "Mdnji.”— Scientific American.

Only

fifty cents a bottle by

"Pat, have
like

we have

you any

H. Walsh.

prairies in Ireland

in Illinois?”

"To

besboore

we have. Didn’t yez Iver hear of Tipperary?”

boiler,

latest im

and the

proved

pump

machinery,
and is prepared to
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes,
at wholesale or retail, at the most
reasonable prices;

RETAIL.
Buckwheat,per bnshel ............
Bran, per 100 lbs ..................

Wants

It Settled.

Rev.

*•>

Wm.

Stout, Wiarton, Ont., statea:

Being ineffectuallytreated by 17 doctora
"Vhell, I like to haf dis election settled puuty

queek or

1 pelief

I go grazy,”

for Scrofula,1 was cured by Burdock
Blood Bitters.

he observed yesterday as he stood in front

Wby

of the Free Press bulletin board.

is a cornet player like a signal-ser-

vice storm observer?One blows the notes

"How

does it affect you?” was asked.
“I vbas affectedall oaferl Two vheeka and the other notes the "blows.”

pefore election I make

a

keg

bet of a

of

peer dot Clevelandvhas der next Bresi-

Olden

Times.—

The days when

oar

make Saleratus
has put in his shop
dent. In two days my son 8bon, who and Soda, have passed away. The skill
a large, new engine

and

Foltz “

Barley per 100 lbs .................
Clover seed per lb ...............
Corn Meal, per 100 lbs .............
Cora, shelled,per bnshel ..........
Flour, per barrel ...............
Fine com meal, per 100 lbs ......
Feed, per ton ........... . ..........
per 100 lbs ..................
Hay per ton ......................9 00
Middling, per 100 lbs .............
Oats per bnshel, ..................
Pearl Barley, per 100 lbs ...........
Rye per boshel ...................
Tfmothy seed, per bnsbel ..........

American

expatriated

call at

a
a

52
07
30
50
88
42
10
32

or. Their

ourselves. Our ideas become fresher, could

God’s creation posesses an interest un-

Lead, Oils, Varnishes,Paint and White

they have

who

37-8m. walk on, and the most insignificant ef

Kremers & Banos.
Pass. Mix'd Pass. STATIONS Pass. Pass. Mix'd Honey per lb .....................
Onions,per bushel
a. x. P. X. P. X. Potatoes, pei bushel ...............
A. M. a. a. T. X.
30
10 10 5 20 5 10 L.Toledo.A11 10 5 10 6 50
For Alabastine, Whiting and Colors in
Grain,
Feed,
Etc.
800
6
05
10
10
11 02
..Dundee’..
4 15 460
852
6*7
946
11 21
oil, gd to the Central Drug Store.
...Britton..
8 52 409
( WHOLESALE.)
1129 9 02 6 81 .Ridgeway. 9 42 8 47 400
(Cerrectedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Kremers & Bangs.
11 39 9 30 6 41 .Tecumseh. 9 32 3 37
3 87
Buckwheat, f) bushel .............
40
11 55 9 67 6 W ..Tinton... 9 17 8 22 300
75
12 08 10 28 7 10 Cambridge 9 05 3 08
280 Bran, A 100 lbs .....................
42 30 11 15 7 33 .Addison.. 8 43 2 45 1 46 Barley, » 100 *>.. ................... 1 00© 1 10
12 48 11
12 55 12
1 06 12
1 17 12
1 88 1
205 2
9 17 3
2 36 8

for

DOMESTIC JOURNAL, Nunds, may

If you wish a bargain in Paints, White

tion of the United States, are

have themselves, and that they are untitled to
slow and short flight. He will also tell all the privileges of such citizenship, inyou how the tiny pimpernel warns him to cluding the right to vote, as against any
house his lambs by closing tightly Us denial thereof on acccount of race or col-

short wings are only for birds

Blaine

We will send free for one entire year
to every lady who sends us at once the
names of ten married ladies, at same address, ard 12 two ct. stamps for postage,
®ur handsome, entertainingand instructive Journal, devoted to Fashions, Fancy
Work, Decoiating, Cooking and House
hold matters. Regular price, $100.
Send today, and secure next number.

country and bora subject to the Jurisdic-

have long, pointed wings, while rounded, citizens, unless

87-tf

Mich.

as secured by the

flight ef birds, and that nearly every bird FourteenthAmeudmeut. it appears then,
has a differentmanner of flying and that accordingto this decision, that the de
each has wings adapted to its different scendants of Chinamen, bora in this

petals on Ihe slightestindicationof rain;
lias come ana gone and tne
and thousandsof other simple facts which
XX
people of this locality have been satisfied.
3 25 10 30 5 55 ...West Olive...
to
a student of nature are most interesting.
2 35 9 17
Call at my store and be convinced that
3 85 10 40 6 10
2 27 9 07
Wstohu ini Jiviiry.
my stock of Full Dress Goods is the Thus, one may possess everything in the
4 00 11 00 6 35 ..Grand Haven.. 12 25 2 05 8 50
4 05 11 OS 6 40 ...Ferrysburg...12 20 2 00 8 40
1) REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and largest and best ever received In this city.
way of scholarship, but if he or she have
4 40 1) 43 7 15 ...Muskegon...11 55 1 25 t8 05
dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market A full assortment of the celebrated Jamesthat alone, those who are unlearned but
p m. p.m. a. m.
p.m. p. m. p.m. and Eighth Street.
town Dress Goods is among my stock of
observingwill often make them feel very
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
goods,
From Holland
From Allegan to TITYKHUYSEN, H„ dealer In Watchea, Clockf,
D.
BERTSCIT.
small. I would, therefere, urge my
Jewelry and Spectaclea, cor. Ninth and
Holland.
Cedar streets. Holland
24-1 r.
readers to cultivatethe art of seeing or obp. m. a. m. la. m.
p. m. a.m. p. m.
300 •8 00| 10 10 ..Holland.. 5 10 10 10 1 85
The Housewife'sFavorite.
serving; there Is nothing like seeing things

TTIGGINS,

fact of his citizenship

also

agricultural
implements of all descriptions; the Esterly Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper snd the Advance Mower, the Grand de Tours threehoise sulky plow, the Biesel, Sooth Bend
plow, best in the market, the Reraming-

votes for Plaine, tells

und so

I bet

me

I petter

hedge,

two kegs dot Plaine goes mit

White House. Den my wife comes
home from Ann Arbor uud she says
der

Glevelandvhas sure to ge in. So

1

some more und bet two boxes of
dat he vhas der coming
tion

day

I

was

all

man.

hedge
cigars

Since elec-

proke to pieces."

"How?”
"Vhell, eafery little while some Re-

forefathersburned cobs to

and science embodied
of the celebrated

in the

manufacturer

DeLsnd's Salerstus and

Soda, enables the ladles te purchase for
a few cents

an elegant pennd package

DeLand’s Soda or Saleratus,noted

01

for Its

purity and strength, with which the finest

snd most wholesome pastry
Try

it.

Keep your

can

be made.

___

heart full of generous emo-

full of good thoughts;
und draws down bis
thus
in
heart
and
head
there will be fonnd
eye on me and says 1 vhas scooped. Then
“
no
room
for
evil
The
heart and head
he goes out some Democrat comes iu uud
says we’ve get ’em. My vbife asks me thus occupied, the words and acts will alton iron-beamsteel plow, Kalamazoo when I go home about majority and plu- ways be generous and beneficent.
GeneralPassenger Agent
Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth
rality und official gounts, und my son
harrow for finishing land made, containHaving been troubledwith a very ba d
ing 60 teeth, Sontl Bend steel grain drills, Shon reads de Plaine bapen und scbmiles Cough for about two years and having
Diamond Dyes in all colors at the Cen- 3 inches for every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel und chuckles und says nothings. One
liWrtOWj.
tral Drag Store, only 10 cents.
Spring Tooth harrows,seeders nod culti- man comes und says Gleaveland vbas all tried almost every cough mixture that was
ever made, I have found none that has
vators
combined,Albion Wheel Spring
CoamlitlnXtrcUa .
A very floe assortment of silk plush Tooth seeders and harrows combined, right, nod I pegin te feel goet. Anoder given me such great relief aa Dr. Ball’s
TjEACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and cloaks, Russian circulars,Newmarket Stndebakerfarm and freight wagons, man comes in and says Plaine gees in for
Cough Syrup and 1 earnestly recommend
dealer in Grail, Flour and Produce. High- cloaks and dolmans of all kinds ani prices
Kalamazoo open and top buggies, sure, und I feels cold all oafer.”
est market price paid for wheat. Offlcs in Brick
it to all afflicted. BeqJ. F. Duggan, 14.
have beonVeceivedat D. Bertscb’s. Ladies new kind of walking cultivators,5-tootb,
store cor Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
"And yon want it settled?”
call and see my stock and be convinced 3-tootb, and 2-shovel, Detour sulky cultiPark PL, N. Y.
"If somepody Isn’t elected dla vheek I
Draft sad Vsdioiasi.
that it is the cheapest as well as the fin- vators, Aultmso and Russel & Co. steam
est in this city,
"How does the new girl strike youf’
tbreaahera. Engines from one-horse to shall gif oep. My beteft vhas all der time
TVJBSBURG, J. O. Dealer In Drugs and MediD. BERTSCH. one tbonsaod-borsepower. Call and see shwimmiog aroundt mit official gounts
JJ cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phyisked a citizen of Detroit, at
y sieians prescriptionscarefullyput up. Eighth St
my new goods befere purchasing else- und cabinets und White Houses, und "She hunt struck me yet,”
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
P. H. WILMS,
Glevelaod und Plaine, und dat strain oo wife, meekly. "But she hss done
In large and amall cans at
River 8t.t Holland. Mich., Apr. 10, ’84
Kbemkm & BiHet.
10-ly.
my system vhas too much. —.Aw Press.
everythingelse.
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last year were $16,041,850 less than for the
previous year.

POLITICAL.

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

An analysis of the returns of the election in New York City shows that Cleve-

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
the

. t *

facturing

|

/V.the Japanese
___
Mann
Hair MannT ___

AT Jersey

land was traded off by one, if not both, of

the Democratic organizations of the metropolis. In all the lower wards of the
I city, which are the chief seats of Demo-

east.
TTa{_

City,

Company’sworks, the Favoma

strengthfCleveland’s vote is consid-

erai,ly less than that

of Hancock

four

oleomargarine works, a machine shop, pat- years ago, while Blaine's shows a substan-

de^yed

turn .hop. and one dwelling w.«

ADDltlOMAL WEW8.

whiskies on whlch’ihe tit will be due this
year. The receipts from the tobacco tnx

I

X

At the Papal

consistory in

„

new

Cardinalswere created.Seven are
Italians. The Pope in an official speech
expressed it as his opinion that the church1
is passing through a painful crisis. He
rejoiced at the progress of the Catholic
faith in the United States, refertedto.
the Plenary Council in session at Baltimore, and alluded to the appointment of
now Bishops in Australia, India and
Africa. He failed to allude to his failure
to appoint Cardinals for the United
States, England, Ireland, or Australia....
By a close vote, the British House of Commons rejected on amendment to the franchise bill staying its operationuntil the
scheme of redistributionshould be settled.
The bill was then passed. . .Stewart Bros.
A Co.’s oil-works, at Stroud, England,

were thrown out of employment.... The
v ,
,,
will of Mrs. L. J. Knowles, of Worcester,According to the New York Herald
Mass., gives $50,000 for art educationand yie next lower house of Congresswill stand
a hospitalin that city, and $10,000 to Ripon jgg Democrats, 138 Republicans, and 2

were destroyed by fire. The loss is estimated at $1,250,000..... A universal exhibition will be opened at Paris, May 5, 1889.

College, in

that the serviceof

Wisconsin.

People’s party.

The packing-box factory of Robert S.
The official returns from fifty- nine of the
Officer,in Swanson street,Philadelphia,g^ty-sevencountiesof Pennsylvania and
and the factory of Thomas Tunis were ^ estimate of the remainingeight counties
I

Gen. Sheridan in

-

-

of

father.

Next House of

cities.

Minnie K. Johnson, employed as

Political

States.

.

Secre-

With

tary of State has received the official re-

three counties to hear from, California

turns from seventy-eight of the ninety-two

Clawson, charged with polygamy cra’te HoU8ei 57 Republicans and 23
and convicted of the offense m the United x)emo<?rQte—a Republican majority of 36
States Court at Salt Lake City, has been on .int ballot In the previ0uB Legislature
sentenced to four years imprisonmentby
Democrate bad a majority on joint balJndge Zone. An appeal ^was taken.
0f
.Blaine’smajority in Nevada is
was refused. . .Bertie Kam, aged 10, a about 150() Blaine’Bmajority in Oregon
newsboy, was shot and almost instantlyI
exceed 2, 000... .Cleveland’s majority
killed by Chomas McCormack, 14 years old, in North Carolina is 25,000. . .There were
in Cincinnati,by playfullypointing a
n0 Republican candidatesin the field in
pistol at him when it exploded. McCormack Georgia Don Cameron evidently has the
did not know it was
new Legislature in Pennsylvania, and

Budger

^
Bail

94

^

.

W

loaded.

Murray

City, Ohio, was attacked by

yri\\

be

re-electedto the* Senate....

remaining countiesgive Gray 26,083 votes,
which would increase his plurality to 6,905."
____ Officialreturns from all counties in
Florida but two (and these estimated) give
Cleveland 4,144 majority..... The vote of
seventy-eightcounties in Missouri is as
: follows: Cleveland,166,123; Butler and
Blaine, fusion. 143,608;St John, 1,141.
Cleveland’s plurality, 22,515.

in

Nueva Leon and Coahuila, Mex-

which several persons were killed and a number
wounded. The most sanguinaryencoundy-nit*
powder.
ters were at Saltillo, Bustamente, and SabiSheriff and railway officials
ty 0f which Cleveland was once Sheriff, by
Gov. Hoadlv to send mUiUa bemuse of the
carried the countj.bv 3,351. nos Hidalgo. To attempts by Governburning of bridges in Hocking County.
gunget Cox ig re.elected to Congress ment troops to coerce the people is attribThe river boat Fannie Freeze was burned
majority of 15*000. .. .The uted the bloodshed.... At Montreal the
at Madison, Ind., crew and pas- pre8enj giggtion is the closestseen in New Laval University officialsexpelled all the law
students bat six* for refusing to comply with
lengera being compelled to jump m- I York for at least fifty-si!years. In 1828
to the nver to save their lives..... New York gave a plurality for Jackson of the regulations.
The widow of Jeremiah O Connor, a switch- 5 g50 in ly44) 51fG for Polk
lowe8t o£
The Contest Over New York.
man bUed on the
Shore Road m Chi- wbich we have ft record there. The piurai.
The excitement in New York over the close
cago, has been awarded damages of $5,000. itieg for twentv Veaw are as follows: In
political contest in that State has not had a
Burdars took from the residence of im
it b 6 767. Seymour
parallel since the close of the war. And this
Samuel Marshall, mProspwt avenue, MU- had . gt 10 000 in 1868| nnd Grant 53,455 excitement spread, to a more or less
waukee. jewelry valued at $500. . Another in
in 1876
it b 32,738>
extent, all over the country. The sit-

miners the band

-1

**

I

^
have

.^
^ the

Lincolu
^
Tilden

Ss"

t I
|

•“O

“

“

18B0 01

Northern Pacific Junction, twenty-

uation at this writing (Tuesday morning) may
be summed up as follows: While the returns
by counties from the whole State give Cleveland
of from l,2oo to ..wv,
1,400, the
a pluralityui
VUw New

num

York Tribune and

_

6. R. T. Bennett, D.
D. Skinner, D.
7. J. 8. Henderson, D.
R O’Hara, R.
8. W. H. H. Cowles, D.
3. W. J. Green, D.
9. T. D. Johnson, D.
4. W. R. Cox, D.
6. J. W. Reed, D.
PENNSYLVANIA.
At large— Edwin 8. Osborne, R.
1. H. H. Bingham, R. 16. F. C. Bnnnell,R.
2. Charles.O'Neill, R. 16. W. W. Brown, R.
17. J. M. Campbell,R.
3. 8. J. Randall, D.
18. L. E. Atkinson.R.
4. W. D. Kelley, R.
19. W. A. Duncan, D.
6. A. C. Harrner, R.
2a A. G. Cnrtin, D.
G. J. B. Everhart,R.
21. C. E. Boyle, D.
7. IN. Evans, R.
22., J. H. Negley, R.
8. D. Ermentront, D.
9. John A. Helstand,R 23. T. M. Bayne, R.
10. W. H. Sowden, D. 24. O. L. Jackson,R.
25. A. C. White, R,
11. J. B. Storm, D.
26. G. W. W. Fleeger, R.
12. J. A. Scranton,R.
27. W. L. Scott, D.
13. C. N. Brnmm, R.
14. Franklin Bound, R.
RHODE ISLAND.
L H. J. Spooner,R. I 2. W. A. Pierce, R.
SOUTH CAROLINA.
5. J. J. Hemphill, D.
1. Samuel Dibble,D.
6. G. W. Dargan, D.
2. G. D. Tillman,D.
7. Robert Smalls, R.
3. D. W. Aiken, D.
4. W. H. Perry, D.
TENNESSEE.

States.
R. D.iG.II.
Alabama ...............
Arkansas ..............
California. ..... .......
Colorado. ..............
Connecticut ...........
Delaware... ...........
Florida ...............
Georgia ................
Illinois. ................
Indiana ................
Iowa ...................
Kansas .............. ;..
Kentucky ..............
Louisiana ............
Maine ..................
Maryland ..............
Massachusetts.........
Michigan ..............
Minnesota .............
Mississippi ............
'.

Nebraska
Nevada .
New Hampshire

.......

4

New

Jersey....,
New York .......

3

North Carolina
Ohio ............
Oregon ........

Pennsylvania..
Rhode Island..
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas .................. 11
Vermont ...............

Wisconsin
325||119

Total..

Roster of the

200

1

5 1145 180

New House.

The followingis a list of the members of the
Forty-ninth Congress known to have been
elected, including those previously chosen in
Oregon, Vermont. Maine, and Ohio, and
whose election is indicated by the latest returns,
together with the politicsof

A. J. Caldwell, D.
G. Ballentine, D.
8. J. M. Taylor, D.
9. P. B. Glass, D.

1.

6.

2.

7. J.

A. H. Pettibone, R.
L. C. Honk, R.
3. J. R. Neal, D.
4. Benton McMillan, D.
5. J. D. Richardson,D.

.

10. Zachary Taylor, R.
TEXAS.
1. Charles Stewart, D. 7. W. H. Crain, .D.
8. J. F. Miller, D.
2. J. H. Reagan, D.
9. R. Q. Mills, D.
3. J. H. Janes,
Janes,D.
4. D. B. Culberson, D. la J. B. Sayres, D.
11. 8. W. T. Lanbara.D.
6. J.W.TrockmortonD
a Olin Wellborn, D.
VIRGINIA.
6. J. W. Daniel. D.
1. Thos. Croxton, D.
7. C. T. O'Ferrall, D.
2. Harry Libby, R.
8. J. S Barbour, D.
3. G. D. Wise, D.
9. C. F. Trigg, D.
4. J. D. Brady, R.
la
J. R. Tucker, D.
6. Geo. O. Cabell, D.
WISCONSIN.
6. Richard Gnenther,R.
1. L. B. Caswell, R.
7. O. B. Thomas, R.
2. E. 8. Bragg. D.
3. R. M. Lab'ollette,R. 8. W. T. Price, R.
4. L W. Van Schalck, R. 9. Isaac Stephenson,R.
5. Joseph Rankin, D.
WEST VIRGINIA.
1. Nathan Goff, Jr., R. 13. J. W. Davis. R.
2. W. L. Wilson,
|4.
Gibson, D.
__
TERRITORIAL DELEGATES.
j
.~.T. ... . Coatsworth P. Head, D.
Dakota ................ J. R. Wilaon,R.
Idaho ...................
Theodore F. Singiser, R.
| Montana ...............H. F. Knowles, R.
Nfew Mexico ............. Antonio Joseph, D.
Utah ....................
John T. Caine, D.
Washington ............. James M. Armstrong,R.
Wyoming ...............
William Holliday, D. t
Democrats,180; Republicans,146. Democratic

those
. D._ _
Arizona

each:
ALABAMi:
D. _
D.

L Jas. T. Jones,
2. Hillary A. Herbert, D.
3. Wm. C. Oates. D.
4. Chas. M. Shelley, D.
1.
2.
3.

5. Thos. W. Sadler,
6. John M. Martin, D.
7. Wm. H. Forney, D.
8. Jos. Wheeler, D.

ABEANBAS.
D.

Poindexter Dnnn, D. 4. John H. Rc gers,
C.R. Breckcnridge,D.5. Samuel W. 1’eel,
Jas. K. Jones, D.

D.

|

CALIFORNIA.

THE NEXT

Thos. L.Carothers, R. 4. W. W.JIorrow, R.
5. C. N. Felton, R.
2. J. A. Loutitt, R.
6. H. H. Markham, R.
3. Jos. McKenna, R.
At

Its

SENATE.

ProbablePoliticalComplexion,

[From the Chicago Herald.]
In the present United States Senate there

OREGON.
Largs— Binger Hermann, R.
COLORADO.

*

maj0rityt 33.

1.

are

37 Republicans,36 Democrats,and 2

At Large— George G. Symes, R.

^

Ww

At

ico, being attended by riots, in

discharging tins filled Blaine gained 1,716 votes over Garfield in

a'^y7f,‘R

33. J.

1. T.
2. J.

£

State and municipal electionswere held
Sunday

J.

J. M. Farquhar,R.
B. Weber, R.
34. W. L. Sessions, R.
32.

NORTH CABOUNA.

cannot be safely dispensed with for several

I

.

&oVA&er,D. £

his annual report says

^

L^g

Complexion of the Next House by

ilitical comThe following table shows the pol
plexlon of the present House by States, and the
\l
party division of the next The abrogations
16. Lewis Beach, D.
used are as follows: R, Republican; D, Demo10. J. H. Ketcham, R.
crat; G, Greenbacker,includingPeople’s party
17. J. G.Llndsley, R.
or Labor Representative;
I, Independent:

Biaine 89,665, Cleveland 77,503, counties in Indiana. They give Gray, the
school-teacher near Hillsdale, Mich., lost Butjer 94^ gt John 897. Blaine’s plu- Democratic candidatefor Governor,214,her reason from hard study, and hanged ig lo 319 Tbe Republicans elected 263 votes; Calkins, Republican, 210,041;
Leonard, Greenbacker, 7,794; Dwiggins,
herself in her room.
. .Edward B. Escott, a jug Congressionaldelegationof six.
Prohibitionist,3,568. Gray’s plurality
a leading druggist of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
ngxt Legislaturewill stand: Senis 4,222. The unofficialreturns from the
died on the street from heart disease. ... ate 21 Republicansand 19 Demoa

_

Eepre-

the military in the West

Indianapolis dispatch: “The

R. G. Burleigh, R.

JohnSwlnburn,R.
20. George West, R.
4. P. B. Mahoney, D. ’ 21. F*-A. Johnson, R.
22. A. X. Parker, R.
6. A. M. Bibs, D.
23. J. T. Sprigg.D.
6. Nicholas Muller, D.
24. J. 8. Pindar, D.
7. J. J. Adams, D.
26. Frank Hlacook, R.
8. a B. Cox, D.
26. 8. C. Millard. R.
9. Joseph Pulitzer, D.
27. a E. Payne, R.
10. A. S. Hewitt, D.
28. John Arnet, D.
11. T. A. Merriman, D.
12. Abraham Downey ,D 29. Ira Davenport,R.
30. Charles Baker, R.

the

sentatives.

THE WEST.

success in the Eastern

NEWYOUK.

A Hit of Members Elected to

^

traction at MoVicker’s Theater, Chicago, is 46,837.
this week. The play has met with great a San Francisco dispatch says:

View.

19.

—

.

R

W.W.
Phelps,
1. George Hires,
6. W.
1
2. James Buchanan,R.C. Herman Lehlback,R,
7.
William
MoAdoo, D.
3. R. S. Green. D.
4. J. N. Pidcock, D.
18.

—

-

R.

Present Aspect of the House
From a Party Point

gjve

$125,657.

HEW HAMPSHIRE.
L M. A Hynes,
H J. H, GalMnger,B.

R.

years to come. High scores have been attained in rifle shooting, to which much attention has been paid recently,Gen. Sherburned, the loss being $40,000. . .John M.
a plurality in the State of 78,
idan thinks that Congress should designate
Masterson& Co., bankers,of Mount Yer- 493 The counties from which the official the number of militiamen each State should
non, N. Y., made an assignment,placing vot€ jiag not yet been received are Alle- have, and in some cases provide arms and
their liabilitiesat
^
1
ammunition for such troops. He invites
attentionto the defenselesscondition of our
seaboardcities, and recommends a genersix vears in the Pemtentiary at Lockport, jorjty. Four years ago it gave Garfield 20,
al system of seacoastfortifications
N. Y., for oansing the death of a young 339 Allegheny County, containing Pitts- Rev. C. S. Smith, the eloquent colored
rirl by abortion. . .Michael Hughes, of burg)
glaine 18,034, to 13,443 for Gar- clergyman of Bloomington,HI., has telePenn ran, N. Y., laid in wait for his
an^ Lancaster County gave Blaine graphed to President Arthur a suggestion
and fired seven shots at him, inflicting fatal 9,895,
9 095 against 8,700 for Garfield.
that Federal office-holdersin the South be
The complete vote of Massachusettsfor instructed to use caution in giving advice
wounds.
Presidentis: Blaine, 143,416: Cleveland, to the negroes, as slavery is dead forever.
119,241; Butler, 23,866; St John, 10,200. ____ Gov. Schuyler Crosby, of Montima,has
For Governor the vote stands: Robinson, been appointedby the PresidentFirst AsThe grand spectacular extravaganza .......
......
155.097; ...
Endicott,
.108,260; MoCafferty, sistant Postmaster General, to succeed
“The Devil’s Auction," constitutesthe at- I 23,652;Seelye, 8,241. Robinson’s plurality Frank Hatton.
.

At Large-^WflllamWood bum, B!

Rome nine

.

Blaine.

NEVADA.

FORTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

1.
2.

Beadjnsters who vote with the Republicans.
There is one vacancy, caused by the death
I of Senator Anthony, of Rhode Island,
whose successor will certainlybe a Republican. On March 3, 1885, the terms of 11
W. Ellsberry, D. I Republicans and 14 Democrats expire. Six
C.Thompson, R. 0f their successors have already been elect-

CONNECTICUT.
John R. Buck,
13. John T. Walt, R.
CbS^^Mttcheii,D. IZ Ed.**W. Scvmonr,D.

R.

DELAWARE.
At Large— Chas. B. Lore, D.

OHIO.

L BenjaminButter- U. W.

12. A.
worth, R.
Chas. E. Brown, R. ii* r $'
witb changes in their politics. The
3. Jas. E. Campbell,D.
4. C. M. Anderson. D. u. sJtahwSSSS’Rfollowing table will show the statoa of the
16. Geo. W. Geddes, D. Senate, Anthony’s sucessorand the two
6. BenJ. LeFevre, D.
17. A. J. Warner, D._ | Readjnsters being included in the RepubC. Wm. D. Hill, D.
18. Isaac H. Taylor, R.
7. Geo. E. Senev, D.
lican column:
19. Ezra K Taylor, R.
8. John Little,R.
Rep. Dem.
20. W. McKinley,Jr.. R.
9. Wm. C. Cooper. R.
Present Senate .........................
J® *6
21. Martin A. Foran, D.
10. Jacob Romeis, R.
Terms expire ............ ..............
14
FLORIDA.
L R. H. M. Davidson.D.il Chas. Dongherty, D.
22
Holding over .........................
29
VERMONT.
4
Alreadyelected .........................
2
L John W. Stewart, B. |2. William W. Grout,R.
GEORGIA.
Chosen .............................
31 26 v
L Thos. M. Norwood, D. 6. James H. Blount, D.
This leaves to be elected 19 Senators.
1 Henry G. Turner, D. 7. J. C. Clements, D.
8. Seaborn Reese. D.
3. Charles F. Crisp, D.
9. A. D. Chandler, D.
4. Henry R. Harris, D.
5. N. J. Hammond, D.
2.

the Republican National
Committee claim that they have returns which
Justify them in claiming the State for Blaine.
out in Pain’s lumber-yardand spread rapThey also charge that Democratic frauds have
idly. About 900,000 feet of lumber were I ^All0B
been committed which will vitiate the returns
destroyed. The lose ie about *75,000. ... Chmiquy, from lecturing at Montreal.They from several counties. An Albany dispatch
The sinking of a rowboat at Mount Pleas- broke the windows of the hall and demol- says: “The Clerks of every county in the State
have sent in their returns,and the total
ant, Iowa, caused the drowning of Prof. J. jghed the lamps and furniture.Aided by shows Cleveland’s pluralityto be 1,234."
W. Wolf, superintendent of the city schools; the police, Chiuiquy and a few friends The National Republican Committeeissued an
addressstating tliat every effort was being made
Miss Alice Carpenter, principalof the high escaped in carriages,
to ascertainif there were any errors in New
school; Miss Edith Baugh, and Miss
^ storm destroyedeighteen houses at York returns, and saying that if there is not
Teter....Wolff Bros. &Co., of No. 154 Mar,
, ^
la
the election of Mr. Cleveland
will be heartily
ket street, Chicago, have failed. The lia- St. Anne desMonte and *,otre da Portage, concurred in. The New York Democratic Executive Committee issned an address chargbilities are placed at $150,000and the as- Quebec, demolishedfishing-boats,and levILLINOIS.
ing that tbe Republican managers were
sets at
| eled miles of fencing. Several families
1. R. W. Dnnham,
1L W. H. Neece, D.
State being alreadv chosen. The Democrats
engaged in a conspiracyto steal the State from
lost their winter provisions, which had the Democrats.William H. Vanderbilt sent a
2. Frank Lawler, D.
are assured of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
disuatch to Clevelandcongratulatinghim upon
3. James H. Ward, D.
| been stored in cellars..... There were 166
R j S:
Georgia. Missouri North Carolma and
his election. The Democrats of the en4. Geo. E. Adams, R.
failures in the United States reportedto tire country, at the suggestion of Chairman
South Carolina. This bnngs the totals up
6. Reuben Ellwood. R. 15. J. G. Cannon, R.
AT LouisvilleHenry Wolf, a whisky Bradstreet's during the week, against 205 Barnum, held meetings to ratify and rejoice 6. Robert R. Hitt, R. 16. L. Z. Landes, D.
ns follows:
over the election of Cleveland on Saturday
7. T. J. Henderson, R. 17. John R. Eden, D.
. Rep. Dem.
26
night. In every city and town of any size noisy
18. Wm. R. Morrison, D. I Alreadv chosen ,•,,*•<••.*•••...••>•31
8. Ralph Plumb, R.
7
Jubilationswere the order. Cannon boomed, 9. Lewis E. Payson,R. 19. R. M.Townshend,D.
1 i
. .......
3
fireworks were let off, and there was general re10. M. Worthington,D. 20. John R. Thomas, R.
A DISPATCH from Thibodeaui,I*., Buys
oTsmuH traders, whose joicing by the “unterritted.
MAINE.
Total certain .....................
33
L Thomas B. Reed R. 3. Seth L. MlUlken, R.
a fire broke out in Dupaty’s Hotel which re- capital was less than $5,000.
This
leaves
nine
Senators
in
doubt,
to be
2. Nelson Dingley,R. 4. Chas. A. Boutelle, R.
MARKETS.
suited in the destructionof the entire busi- President Salomon, of Hayti, on the
chosen by the following States: California,
INDIANA.
8. J. T. Johnston,
I Colorado* Connecticut,Illinois,Indiana,
1. John J. Kleiner; D.
ness pert of the village of Napoleonville,fifth anniversary of his taking the chair,
NEW YORK.
2. Thomas R. Cobb, D.
0 W°d“ we? R.^ D‘ I Nevada, New York, Pennsylvania,and
including the Mawnio Hull, Odd Fellows'
nmneBt¥ l0 all politicol of. Beeves ..........................15.50 ($ 7.60
G. nowani
Howard, D.
3. Jonas u.
11.* Geo. W. Steele,
Wisconsin. In order to secure abaremaHull, and many stores and residences. The f
well Ils to all thc Hoos .............................5.so ^ e.oo
4. W. ST Holman, D.
Flour— Extra. ................... 5.50 & 6.0o
12. Robert
| jority in the next Senate, with the aid of
wooers Lowry;
uowry, u
only important buildings saved were the
6. C. C. Matson, D.
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 83
.84
6. Thos. M. Browne, R. 13. George Ford, D.
the two Readjusters from Virginia,
court house, parish jail, Catholic church,
No. 2 Rod ................
-88
7. W. D. Bynum, D.
Cohn— No. 2 ...................... 57 @ .59
the Republicans must secure five of
and Episcopal church. Capt. J. B.
IOWA.
Oats— White ..................... 34 a .37
7. H.Y. Smith, R (short I these nine. That would make their
Whittington,
prominent lawyer,
1.
B.
J.
Hall,
D.*
Pork— New Mess ................16.75 1317.25
total 39, the Democratsnumbering 37. _
perished
flames. Total
2. J. H. Murphy. D.
CHICAGO.
The corporation of Dublin has aroused
3. D. B. Henderson, R.
loss, $200,000;. insurance, $50,000 ____
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 7.00 & 7.50
J* ini. r vmnnn ’
In order to secure a bare majority Demo4. W. E. Fuller, B.
Good Hhlppimr. ...... 6.00 (<4 6.50
10*. A. J. Holmes.
crats must be chosen from six States and
Joseph Katzenberger, of Baltimore, killed the indignation of citizens by deciding to
5. B. F. Frederick, F.
Common
to Fair ....... 4.00 (#6.00
11. Isaac S. Btiuble, R. Republicansfrom but three. In case five
Emeline Miller, to whom he was engaged, change the name of SackvUle street to Hoos .................
6. F. T. Campliell, R.
5.00 & 5.50
7. E.H.Conger,RU,gt,m)l
Democrats are chosen and four Republicans
because he fonnd her conversingin the O’Connell street
Flour— FancyWhite Winter Ex. 4.25 (#4.75
KANSAS. • .
Good
to
Choice
Spring..
4.00
0
4.50
the Senate will be a tie, 38 being the strength
street with a young man of whom he was
During October British imports de1. E. N. Morrill,
5. J. A. Anderson, R.
Wheat— No. 2 Sprinr. ...........74 (# .74*4
jealous. .. .A fire at Palfttkn, Fla., destroyed
of each party.
6. Lewi* Hanback, R.
2
E.
H.
Funston,
R.
creased as compared with October last
No. 2 Red Winter ........ 74 (# .75
7. S. R. Peters. R.
Latest returns indicate that the Repubfifty buildings, includingfour hotels and
3. B. W. Perkins, R.
Corn— No. 2 ........ ..............
47
<#
.48
4. Thos. Ryan, R.
licans have secured control of the Legisseveral large business blocks. The loss is year £4,737,000, and exports decreased, Oats — No. 2..... .................. 25 (# .20
KENTUCKY.
estimated at $1,000,000 ____ Maud S. made a compared with October last year £725.000. Rye-No. 2 ........................ 62 <# .53
7. W. C. Br’k’n’ridge.D.latures in California,Colorado, Connecticut,
1. W. J. Stofle,D.
Harley— No. 2 .................... 68 ,# .i»
____ The reappearanceof the cholera in
a J. B. McCreary,
New York, Nevada, Pennsylvania, and Wistrial mile at Lexington, Ky., with new shoes,
2. Polk Laffoon,
Butter— Choice Creamery., ..... 27 (# .29
9. Frank Powers. D.
I consin. Indiana will re-elect Mr. V oornees.
Paris causes a scare, and many Americans
3. J. F. Halsell,
in 2:10*.
Fine Dairy .............. 20 (# .23
The Illinois Legislature is a tie. The Reare leaving the city ____ Barfnss.anAustrian
Cheese— Full Cream .............12 0 .13)4 4. Thos. A. Robertson, D. 10. A. J. Auxler, D.
6. A. S. Willis.
11. F. L. Waltord,D.
Skimmed Flat ..........08 <# .09
publicans are therefore certain to hav# a
architect,
who
posted
incendiary
placards,
WASIlIItGTOi*.
0.
J.
G.
Carlisle,
D.
Eoos— Fresh ...................
.. .19 (# .20
larger majority in the Senate of the next
has been sentenced to six years at hard labor.
LOUISIANA.
Potatoes— New, per bo ........... 32 0 .35
1. Louis H. Martin, D. 14. N. C. Blanchard,D.
Congress than* they have at present.
President Arthur has issued tbe
The Chinese attacked the French works Pom-Mess ......................I6.00 s* 16.60
Lard ..............
0
.07)4 2. W. T. Houston, D. 15. J. F. King, D.
' following Thanksgiving proclamation:
at Tamsui, and were repulsed after a fight
3. E. J. Gay,
16. A. B. Irion, D.
TOLEDO.
The Vote of Chicago.
MARYLAND.
.72
“The season is nigh when it is the yearly of three hours..,. A break-down in the Wheat— No. 2 Red. ............... 71
4. J. V. L. Findlay, D.
1. C. E. Gibeon,D.
The vote of Chicago is enormouslyi^;
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 60 (# .52
5. Barnes Compton, D.
wont of this people to observe a day ap- transport service on the Nile threatens to OAT8—N0.2......................
25 (# .26)4 a F. T. Shaw, D.
creased over that cast four years ago. .It l,
6. L. E. McComas,R.
3. W. H. Cole, D.
MILWAUKEE.
retard
the
advance
of
the
expedition
until
pointed for this purpose by the President
now
exceeds 101,000 ; it then only reached MASSACHUSETTS.
WHEAT— No. 2 ......................71
.72)4
as the especial occasion for thanksgiving the end of January ____ The Abyssinians Corn— No. 2 ....................... 48 <# .50
7. E. F. Stone, R.
89,000. But municipal Chicago does not em1. R.T. Davis, R.
8. 0. H. Allen, R.
2. John D. Long, R.
unto
Now, therefore,in recognition have broken their treaty with the English, Oats— No. 2
................... 26
.27
brace actual Chicago, which includes the
9. F. D. Ely. R.
3. A. A. Ranney. R.
of thin hallowed custom, I, Chester A. and are raiding the southern portion of the Barley— No. 2 .................... 56 0 .58
.immediate suburbs, as they are ports and
10. W. W. Rice. R.
4. P. A. Collins. D.
Pt.RK-Mesa
......................
15.50
016.00
Arthur, President
United Soudan,... The Austrian Minister of Fi- Lard .............................7.oo 0 7.60
11. William Whiting.B. parcels of the great city to all intents and
5. E. D. Hayden, R.
States, do hereby designate as such nance is preparing a measure for the re12. F. W. Rockwell, R. | pUrpoBe8 except poUtioal The vote cast in
6. H. B. Lovering,D.
ST. LOUIS.
MICHIGAN.
day of general thanksgiving,Thursday,the sumption of specie payments,and effecting Wheat-No. 2 ....................
77 0 .78
the actual Chicago was as follows:
7. E. C. Carleton, D.
1.
W.
C.
Maybury,
D.
46 & .47
Blaine. Cleveland.
27th of this present November; and I do a loan of $250,000,00(1. . .Mine. Patti has Corn— M'xed.. ....... ......
8. T. E. Tarsney,D.
2.
E.
P.
Allen,
R.
ATS— Mixed ..................... 25 0 .26
46,274
recommend that through the land the peo- been granted an absolute divorce from the
9. B. M. Cntcheon,R.
3. J. O’Donnell,R.
............................... w 0
2,545
10. B. O. Fisher, D.
Caux....The English Rye
ple, ceasing from their accustomed occupa- Marquis
Pork — Mess ......................
16.00 (#16.60. 4. J. C. Burrows. R.
3,255
Lake ............................
3.174
11. B. C. Moffatt, R.
>ck, D.
6. C. C. Comstoc
CINCINNATL
tions, do then keep holiday at their several Cabinet has under consideration a
699
Cicero ......... ...............U55
0. E. B. Winans, D.
Wheat-No.
2
Red
................
77
0
.79
627
redistribution of
homes and their several places of worship, plan for
Jefferson .......................
MINNESOTA.
Corn ....... .....
52
.54
1,244
Lake View .....................L8W
and with heart and voice pay reverent Parliamentary seats. The basis of
1. Milo White,
14. J. B. Gllflllan, R.
2. J. B. Wakefield, R. 5. Knot* Nelson, R.
acknowledgment to The Giver of all good agreementproposed is a division of the city
62,412 65,544
07 0 •°7H 3. H. B. Btralt,R.MISSISSIPPI.
for the countless blessings wherewith He constituenciesinto single member districts, Lard .............................
Add for St. John and Butler. .............1,000
^
one member to represent every 60,000 of
has visitedthis nation."
6. O. R. Singleton, D.
1. J. M. Allen, D.
Flour ............................e.w 0 6.00
Total vote ..............................
118,956
6. H. S. Yon Eaton, D.
population.
Three-cornered
constituencies
2. J. B. Morgan, D.
WHEAT-Na
l
White.
.............
76
0 .77
The annual report of the Commissioner
Brooklyn and her five suburban towns of
7. E. Barksdale,D.
3. T. C. Catchtngs,D.
are to be abolished; burghs containing un- Corn— Mixed ..... ................
0
.52
of Internal Revenue for the year ending
New Utrecht,Gravesend, Flatlonds, New
4. F. G. Barry, D.
der 10,000 inhabitants to be merged into
MISSOURI.
Lots, and Flatbush cost the following vote:
June 30, 1884, has been submittedto the counties,and burghs containing50,000 in8.
J.
J.
O’Neill,
D.
1. W. H. Hatch, D.
Cleveland ..................................
*8,870
a
J.
M.
Glover,
D;
habitants
to
he
allowed
one
member....
Secretaryof the Treasury. From this it
2. J. B. Hale, D.
Wheat— No. 2 Red, New ..........74
.76
Blaine....'
..................................
*3,294
10. M. L. Clardy, D.
3. A. M. Dockery,D.
47 &
appears that the total receiptsfor the year The forty-third birthdayof the Prince of Corn— Mixed ....................
Butler .........................
...... ,,••>•
11. R. P. Bland, D.
4. J. N. Burncs, D.
were $121,590,039,as compared with $144,- Wales was celebrated with illuminations, OATS-Mlxcd.. ...... .. TW.,RTY ,25 0 .20
Bt. John. ,..,»•••••••••<•••••••••••••••••••-,446
12. W. J. Stone, D.
5. Wm. Warner. R.
653,344 for the previous year. It is esti13. W. H. Wade. R.
6. J. T. Heard, D.
Total ......... .........................
125,721
14. Wm. Dawson, D.
7. J. K. Hutton, D.
mated that the receipts lor the current
NEBBABKA.
Common ............... J.oo 0 4.60
Brooklyn proper polled 119,470 votes.-*fiscal year will lie $115,0110,000. The fnll- commercial treaty between the
1. A. J. Weaver,
13. G. W. E, Dorsey, R.
Chicago
«
off the Commissioner ascribes to the Htotee nnd Spain will come bnfore the j Bcgr.; ....... ..... ..... ...... • JJ*
2. James Laird, R,
diminished quantity of bourbon and rye
r
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The Election Returns from the Vari-

J.

Iowa.
BTBONQLY REPUUCAN.

New

—An

CONGRESSMAN ELECTED.
FOB CLEVELAND.
Trenton dispatch: The result in New Jersey
may be summed up thus: The Democrats elect
In Pransylanla.
their elec: oral ticket by a plurality of from
3,ooo to 5,ooo. The Republicanselect CongressThe followingCongressmen have been
man Hives In the First District by MS majority. electedin Pennsylvania:
The Democrats elect Green in the Third and
First District— H. H. Bingham, Rea
Pldcook In the Fourth, anil re-elect McAdoo In
Secona— Charles O'Neil,
/T
the Seventh. The LegislatureIs Republican In
Third— Samuel J. Randall,Dem.
both branches.
Fourth —William D. Kelley, Rep. /
Fifth -N. C. Harmer, Rep.
Tennessee.
Sixth— James B. Everhart, Rep.
by 50.
SOLID FOR THE DEMOCRACY.
contests'- 'ever waged in this country. At this
Seventh— I. N. Evans, Rep.
The following RepublicanCongressmen, says
Eighth— Daniel Ermentrout, Dem.
California.
writing— live days after the dosing of the polls
a Nashville dispatch, are elected in Tennessee:
Ninth— J. Hiestant, Rep.
BLAINE CARRIES IT BY ABOUT 8,000.
Pettibone in the 1st district,Houck in the 2d,
—the outcome is one of extreme donbt. the ReTenth— William H. Sowden, Dem.
San Franciscodispatch : Partial returns from and Taylor In the loth. The rest of the conpublicans claiming the election of Blaine and
Eleventh— John B. Storm, Dem.
39 connties of California,including San Ftan- gressional delegation is Democratic.The
Twelfth— Joseph A. Scranton, Rep.
the Democratsclaiming: the election of Cleve- cisco, give Blaine 22,359, Cleveland, 13,674. Al- Democratic majorityin the Legislature is conThirteenth—CharlesN. Brumm, Rep, _______
land, with the chances, however,largely favoring though the election returns are still incomplete, siderably reduced. Bate, Democratic candidate
Fourteenth—
FranklinBound, Rep.
yet they are sufficientlyfall to show that the for Governor,Is elected by a reduced majority.
Cleveland. The whole questionhinges upon the State has gone Republican. Most conservatives
Fifteenth—F. C. Bunnell,Rep.
great mpire Htate of New York, with its thirtySixteenth—W. W. Brown, Rea
now estimateBlaine's majority at 2,000 in this
Virginia. 4
six electoral votes. The vote is a phenomenally
Seventeenth—Jacob M. Campbell,Rea
dty and 6,000 in the interior,giving him a full
DEMOCRATICBY 9,000.
close one. Both parties claim the State. The
Eighteenth— L. E. Atkins, Rep.
majorityof 8.000. The Republicansgain several
A Richmond dispatch says: Returns, mostly
Chairmen of the Republican and Democratic Congressmen.The Legislature is probably ReNineteenth— W. H. Duncan, Dem.
official,
from
83
counties
and
all
the
cities
of
State Committees issued addresses claimingthe
Twentieth— A. G. Curtin. Rea
publicanon Joint ballot,which insures the elec- Virginia,give a majority for Clevelandof 7.150.
titatc. and Chairman Jones, ol the Republican
Twenty-first—C. B. Boyle, Dem,
tion of a Republican Senator to succeed Mr.
Seventeen
counties
remaining
to
be
heard
from
National Committee, iosnea a manifestoto the
Twenty-second- J B. Negley.Rep.
gave a Demc cratic majority last year of 1,270.
country announcing that Blaine and Logan
Twenty-third- T. M. Bayne, Rep.
These counties are likely to giro the same if not
had carried every Northern State except
Twenty-fourth— L L. Jackson,Rea
Kancas.
Twenty- fifth— A. C. White,
»
New Jersey and Connecticut,and two or three BLAINE SWEEPS THE STATE BY A LARGE MAJORITY. a gr< ater majoritynow, which will make Cleveland's majorityin the State nearly 9,000.
Southern States, and proclaimingtheir eleccTwentv-slxth— S. W. Fleeger, Rep.
Kansas
casta her electoralvote for Blaine by
Twenty-seventh— W. L. Scott. Dem.
tion to the 1 residency. On Friday morning
a majority estimated at 40,000, sends an unFlorida.
At Large— Edwin S. Osborn, Rep.
Chairman Gorman, of tho DemocraticNational
broken Republican delegation to Congress, and
Brumm is a Republican Greenbacker. The
Cc mmittre, sent forth an address announcing
CLEVELAND’S MAJOBITY 4.000.
elects all the Rebublican candidates for State
that "Grover Cleveland and Thomas A. HenA Jacksonvilledispatch says that unofficial Republicans gain four_ members,the present
offices, as follows: Governor,John A. Martin;
delegation
standing: Republicans,16, Inclnddrlclcs have carried 219 electoral votes, 18 more
Lieutenant Governor, A. P. Riddle r Secretary returns from all but three connties in tho
Ing Brumm; Democrats, 12.
than sufficientto elect," and declaring that “no
ofState,E. B. Allen; Auditor.E. P. McCabe; Second Congressional District Indicate the
fraud or contrivance can defeat the will of .the
Treasurer, Samuel T..Howe: Attorney General, election of Dougherty, Democrat, over Bisboe,
Illinois.
people of the United States thus publicly 'and
Republican, by 700 plurality.The State is
8. B. Bradford: Superintendent of Public Indeliberately declared." The very latestnews up struction, J. H. Lawhead; Chief Jnstice of the Democratic by 4.0(U majority. The counties of
The
returns ftt this writing Indicate the
to the hour of going to press with Supremo Court, Albert H. Horton; Associate Florida west of the Ajialachioola River will go
electionof the following Representatives to
this side of our pa'per is embraced in Justice, W. A. Johnson.
Democratic by a majorityof 1,250.
the followingtelegrams from New York: The
CongreHH in Illinois :
Associated 1 ress sends tho following:
Ohio.
First District— Ransom W. Dunham, Rep., reColorado.
elected.
" On a careful review of the figures by disLARGELY FOR BLAINE.
THE CENTENNIAL 8TATE BOLID FOR BLAINE.
Second— Frank Lawler,Dem.
tricts. as furnishedby the agents of the AssociAll the counties in Ohio have reported unoffiColorado casts its electoral vote for Blaine,
Third— James H. Ward, Dem.
ated Press, corrected bv returns received during and the entire RepublicanState ticket is elected cially except Henry, Monroe, Ottawa, and PauldFourth— George E. Adams, Rep., re-elected.
the day so as to bring tho record down to this by majorities ranging from from 2,000 to 3,000. ing. The net Republican majority is 30,165.
Fifth— Renben Ellwood, Rep,, re-eleoted.
time, tho total vote of the State stands for Cleve- Following are the State officers elected, all Re- The four counties named gave a net Democratic
Sixth— Robert R. Hitt, Rep., re-elected.
land SMi.SsC;Blaine 588,420; plurality for Cleve- publicans : Governor,Benj. H. Eaton ; Lieuten- majority of 6,3lflin October, which will probaSeventh— Thomas J. Henderson,Rep., reland 1.400. There are yet eighteen districts ant Governor, Peter W. Breen; Secretary of bly be reduced 200. This gives Blaine an apeleoted.
from which returns are still behind or question- State, Melvin Edwards; Treasurer,George R. proximate plurality in tho State of 31,049.
Eighth— Ralph Plumb, Rep.
ed. These in issu gave Garfield a pluralityof73fl.
Swallow; Attorney General, Theodore H.
Ninth— Lewis E. Payson, Rep., re-elected.
The counties which contain the lacking districts Thomas; Auditor, H. A. Spruance;SuperintendArkansas.
Tenth— Julius B. Starr. Rep
are Essex, Madison,Saratoga,Sullivan andlllster.
ent of Public Instruction.L. 8. Cornell.
'CLEVELAND
CARRIES IT BY 30,000.
Eleventh- Alexander P. Petrie, Rep.
The Sun says the revised returns of this State George W. Byrnes, Republican,is elected to
In addition to the Presidential
electors and
Twelfth—
James M. Riggs, Dem., re-elected.
give Cleveland1.206 plurality, and the Times Congress,
Congressmen, Arkansas voted for a Chief JusThirteenth—William M. Springer,Dem., reclaims the plurality to be RHtfl. The Sun says
tice of the Supreme Court. Cleveland carries elected.
clerical errors nave been discoveredin ten difPennsylvania.
the State by an estimatedmajorityof 30,000; all
Fourteenth—Jonathan H. Rowell, Rea. referent counties which almost exactly balance
60,000 FOR BLAINE.
of tho Congressmen elected are Democrats,and elected
one anotherin the footing."
A Philadelphia telegram reports that a plural- H. R. Cockrell, Jr., Democrat,is elected Supremo
Fifteenth— John C. Black, Dem.
A dispatch from Albany says Gov. Cleveland ity of 60,000is indicated for Blaine in PennsylSixteenth—James McCartney, Rep.
ha-- officialreturns from every county in the
vania. Complete returns from all the legislaSeventeenth—John R. Eden, Dem.
State, showing his plurality to be 1,000.
Alabama.
tive districtsin the State,except Wayne County,
Eighteenth— William R. Morrison,Dem., reThe Republican National Committee claim show the Senate will have 31 Republicans and
DEMOCRATICBY 50,000.
elected.
that the returns by precinctsshow a plurality 19 Democrats, the House 140 Republicansand 59
Alabama voted for Presidential electors and
Nineteenth—Richard W. Townshend, Dem.,
of l.ooo to 1..MM)for Blaine. The Secretary of the Democrats, with two doubtful districtsin
Representatives
in Congress. The returns indi- re-elected.
committee sent the following telegram to Gen. Wayne County. This will give the Republicans
cate that Clevelandhas carried the State by the
Twentieth— John R. Thomas, Rep., re-elected.
Logan:
91 majorityon joint ballot, even, should the usual Democratic majority(55,ooo), and that a
A careful revision by Col. Grosvenor.ofOhio, Democrats carry their Wayne County candisolid Democratic delegation has been returned
In Massachusetts.
of returns from all election districtsbut four, dates. In the present Legislaturetho Demoto
which are .yet to hear from, gives u» a plurality crats have a majority of 15 on joint ballot.
The following Congressmen are elected
of 1,500 In the 8t»te. 1 feel confidentin the reMississippi.
in Massachusetts.Tho Republicansgain
sult, and that any attempted frauds will be deMaryland.
DEMOCRATIC.
two:
terred and defeated."
Cleveland carries Mississippiby the usual
A DEMOCRATICMAJORITY OF OVER 11,000.
First District— R. T. Davis, Rea
Mr. Blaine sent tho followingtelegram to the
Democratic majority. All of the RepresentaBaltimore
telegram:
The
Nun
makes
the
folSecond— John D. Long, Rep.
National Committee on the 7th:
tives elected to Congress are Democrats. There
lowing
footing
of
the
vote
throughout
the
State:
Third— A. A. Rsnney, Itop.
"To ChairmanB. F. Jones, of the Republican
was no election for State officers.
Vote
of
State
ontside
of
dty
gives
net
DemoFourth—
P. A. Collins, Dem.
National Committee:
cratic majorityof 4,805. Baltimore— Cleveland’s
Fifth— G. D. Hsyden, Rep.
"I ‘am advised that there have been frauds
Kentucky.
Sixth— H. B. Lovering,Dem.
committedin New York State. I believe that plurality, 6,716. Total, 11,521. Of six ConSOLID FOR THE DEMOCRACY.
Seventh— E. F. Stone, hep.
the honest vote of the State gives a Republican gressmen the Democrats elect five, a gain of
Clevelandcarries Kentucky by the ububI heavy
Eighth— Charles H. Allen, Rea
plurality,and I ask the committee to see that one. McComas, Republican, Sixth District,Is
re-elected.The delegationstands: First Dis- Democratic majority. The Democrats secure
Ninth— Fred D. Ely, Rep.
we have a fair and honest count
trict, Charles H. Gibson; Second, Frank T. ten of the Congressmenand the Republicans
Tenth— W. W. Rice, Rep.
"J. G. Blaine."
Shaw;
Third,
William
H.
Cole;
Fourth,
John
one.
Eleventh— .William
..... Whiting,
ng, Rea
Jay Gould sent Gov. Cleveland a telegram
V.
L.
Findlay;
Fifth,
Barnes
Compton;
Sixth
Twelfth— F. W. Rockwell,Rep.
congratulatinghim upon his election,and the
West Virginia
Louis
E.
McComas.
National Democratic Committeeissued anadA CLOSE CONTEST.
Indiana.
dress saying there was no longer any question
Louisiana.
The Republicans make gains in West Viras to the result of the contest, that the electoral
Indiana
has
chosen
the following uonglnitt on the October vote, and Cleveland's
CLEVELAND ELECTORS CHOSEN.
vof '* of New York was absolutely sure for Clevegressmen:
land and Hendricks,and that they were elected
New Orleans dispatch':The official vote of this plurality will probably not exceed 2,000.
First District— John J. Kleiner,Dem., reby a majority of 18 in the electoral college.
city elves Cleveland. 12,258: Blaine. 6,893; CleveMaine.
elected.
land’s majority, 6,305. Cleveland'smajority in
Second— Thomae R. Cobb, Dem., re-elected.
Illinois.
the State will probablynot exceed 15,000. The
STANDS BY HER FAVORITE SON.
Third— Jonas G. Howard, Dem.
Democrats
elect
all
the
Congressmen,
except
in
The
election
in
Maine
was
for
President
alone.
TLAIXE AND 03LE8BY CABBY THE STATE.
Fourth— Williams. Holman, Dem., re-elected.
the
Sebbnd
district
The
friends
of
Boatner
Mr.
Blaine
carries
his
own
State
by
a
plurality
Blaine carries Illinois by a plurality estimated
Filth— C. C. Matson, Dem.
about 20,U00. The State officers elected-aro and Morey concede Gen. King’s election to Con- of about 20,000.
Sixth—Tliomas M. Browne, Rea, re-elected.
gress in the Fifth District by 3,000. Gov. KelRepublicans,as follows: Governor, RichardJ
Seventh— W. D. Bynum, Dem.
Rhode Island.
Oglesby: Lieutenant Governor,John C. Smith; logg’s friends admit his defeat for Congress in
Eighth— James T. Johnson, Rea
Secietary of State. H. D. Dement; Auditor, the Third District by 300 by E. J. Gay, a proREPUBLICAN.
Ninth— Thomas B. Ward, Dem., re-elected.
Charles P. Swigert;Treasurer, Jacob Gross; At- tectionist Deino.crat and wealthy sugar planter.
Complete returns from Rhode Island give
Tenth— W. D. Owen. Rep.
torney General, George Hunt. A dispatch
Blaine a majorityof 5,225, against 7,155 for GarEleventh— George W. Steele,Rep., re-elected.
North Carolina.
from Chicago says: The Germans do not
field in 1880.
Twelfth— Robert Lowry, Dem., re-elected.
CLEVELAND EI.ECTOR8CHOSEN.
appear to have given the Democrats aa much asThirteenth—George Ford, Dem.
Delaware.
sistance a« was at first supposed,though gains
North Carolina chooses Cleveland electors by
a
plurality
of
some
15,
000,
and
elects
the
followin localities populated by that nationality
DEMOCRATICBY 3,000.
Iowa.
have been made. In Chicago the Irish ing State officers by about the same vote: GovDelaware goes for Cleveland by abont 3,000
The Iowa delegation stands as follows:
scratchedCleveland qnite heavily. In slxty- ernor, A. M. Scales; Lieutenant Governor,C. plurality,and electsCharles B. Lore, Democrat,
mne comities, including Cook, Blaine has a M. Stedman; Secretary of State, W.-L. Saun- to Congress.
First Districtr-Benton
J. Hall, Dem.
net majority of 22,248. About one-half of ders: Auditor. W. P. Roberts: Treasurer, D. W.
Second— J. H. Murphy, Dem., re-elected.
Georgia.
the counties yet to hear from are Demo- Bain; Superintendentof Public Instruction, S.
Third— D. B. Henderson, Rep., re-elected.
cratic, and the actual majority in M. Finger: Attorney General, T. F. Davidson;
CHOOSES CLEVELANDELECTORS.
Fourth— William E. Fuller, Rep.
the State will not vary much from the figures Associate Jnstice Supreme Coart, A. S. MerrlFifth-Milo P. Smith, Rep.
Georgia casts her electoralvote for Cleveland,
given above. The majority for Oglesby, Re- mon. The Democrats gain one Congressman.
Sixth— Frank T. Campbell,Rep.
and elects a solid Democratic delegation to
publican candidate for Governor, is about
Seventh— Edwin H. Conger, Rep.
Congress.
New Hampshire.
111,000. The Republicans elect ten and the
Eighth— Wm. P. Hepburn, feep, re-elected.
Nevada.
Democrats,ten Congressmen.The Legislature THE GRANITE STATE STANDS FIRM IN THE REPUBNinth— Joseph Lynch,_Rep.
is very close, with the chances, at thla writing,
Tenth— A. J. Holmes, Rep., re-elected.
FOB BLAINE.
LICAN COLUMN.
of a small Democraticmajority.
Eleventh— Isaac S. Struble, Rep., re-elected.
Blaine carries Nevada by a majorityof 700 or
A Concord dispatch says that 241 towns and
wards
give Blaine :<9, 106; Cleveland, 34,988;St. 800, and the Republicans elect tho CongressIndiana.
John, 1,425; Butler, 507. Blaine's plurality man,
GOVERNORS ELECTED
DEMOCRATIC BY 5,000 TO 8,000.
is 4,118.
same places give CurOregon.
An Indianapolisdispatch says that on the rier, Republican,for Governor, 38,040;
VOTES FOB BLAINE.
basis of the latest officialreturns Indiana has Hill, Democratic, 35,189;Mason, Prohibitionist,
In States Having Governors to Elect.
Oregon casts her electoralvote for Blaine, his
given a Democratic plurality of 5,500, and the and scattering, 1,944. The remaining towns in
*
In Connocticut and New Hampshire there
Republican State Central Committee concedes 1882 gave Hale, Republican, 3,115; Edperly, plurality being about
this much. The Democratic Committee claims Democratic, 3,198,and 75 scattering.Shonld
is no choice of Governor by the people (a
7,'JOO majority. The Congressionaldelegation the vote be the same this year Currier's majorRECEIVING THE NEWS.
majority vote being required),but the Legstands as follows: Democrats— First District, ity will be 749. He will be elected by the people.
islatures will duly elect the Republican
J. J. Kleiner; Second,Thomas R. Cobb! Third,
How Some of the Candidates for President candidates whose names are given below:
Texas.
Jonas G. Howard; Fourth,William a Holman;
Heard the Election Returns.
Fifth, C. C. Matson; Seventh, W. D. Bynom;
Colorado-Benjamln
H. Eaton, Rep.
100,000MAJOBITY FOB CLEVELAND.
GOV. CLEVELAND.
Ninth, T. B. Word; Twelfth, Robert Lowry;
Connecticut—Henry B. Harrison, Rea
Cleveland’splurality in Texas will approach,
Thirteenth, George Ford long term. B. F. Bhtvel if it does not reach, 100,000, and the Democratic
Florida—
E.
A.
Perry,
Dem.
fAlbany (N. Y.) special.]
short term. Republicans—Sixth District, State ticket is elected by a majority nearly as
Illinois—Richard J. Oglesby,Rep
Gov. Clevelandreceived returns by messenger
Thomas M. Browne: Eighth, James T. Johnson; great Following are the names of the State at the Executive Mansion, surrounded by a few ~ Indiana— Isaac P. Gray, Dem.
Tenth, W. D. Owen; Eleventh. George W. officerschosen: Governor, John Ireland;Lieu- friends. As the good news came in the gentleKansas— John A. Martin, Rep.
Steele. The Legislature la Democratic on joint tenant Governor, Barrett Gibbs; Treasurer, men present congratulatedthe Governor and
Massachusetts—George D. Robinson, Rep., reballot
F. R. Lnbbock; Comptroller,W. J. Swam; the ladles applauded. All present,excepting elected.
Michigan-Russell A. Alger, Rep.
Attorney-General.John D. Templeton; ComMichigan.
Missouri—John S. Marmadnke,Dem.
missionerof Land Office, W. C. Walsh; SuperNebraska— James W. Dawes, Rep., re-elected.
THE ELECTORALVOTE FOB BLAINE— CLOSE ON intendentof Public Instruction, B. M. Baker.
New
Hampshire— Moody Carrier, Rep.
STATE OFFICEB8.
served a calm exterior, and merely smiled at
North Carolina—Alfred M. Scales, Dem.
Detroitdispatch; Blaine has probably carVermont
the enthusiasm of those abont him.
ried the State, but it la not yet deSouth Carolina—Hngh S. Thompson, Dent,
MR. BLAINE.
BLAINE’S PLURALITY ABOUT 22,000.
cided. The Republicans claim that he
re-elected.
[Angusta (Me.) dispatch.]
Returns
from
197
towns
in
Vermont
give
Tennessee— William B. Bate, Dem., re-elected,
has the State vote by several thousand pluMr. Blaine received the election returns in his
Texas— John Ireland, Dem., re-elected.
rality. On the State ticket the Free Press Blalne8fl,315; Cleveland, 10,012; Batter, 669; St.
own
honse
by
private wire, which he has had in
John,
1,389;
Belva
Lockwood
1, making a plur(Democrat)claims the election of Begole (FuWisconsin— Jeremiah M. Rusk, Rep., resion) for Governor, by not less than ality for Blaine of 20,303, with forty-three towns use since the beginning of tho campaign. elected.
700. The Post (Republican) claims the wanting. The towns heard from gave Garfield Besides members of bis family, all of whom
16.673, BUU
and Weaver
v V 1,143, aOJUUpin- except his daughter,Mrs. Coppinger,were with
electoralticket by 10, Ow, and the State ticket by 41,407, Hancock AU.UIU,
ELECTION ECHOES.
rality for Garfield of 34.644.The towns not heard him, there were present Gov. Bohie. ex-Gov.
3, one. The Congressional delegation stands
seven Fusionistsand four Republicans. Tho from gave Garfield a plurality of 2,200. If the Connor, and many near neighborsdropped in
above proportionis preserved, Blaine will have during the evening. Owing to the rain-storm,
Fusionlsts have a majorityin the Legislature.
Vermont is safe for Blaine.
and other causes, retains came In slowly, but
in the complete canvass a plurality of 22,569.
were
encouraging.
Among
those
received
early
Arkansas is solid for Cleveland.
Wisconsin.
Minnesota.
in the evening was one from Oneida, N. Y.,
BLAINE’S PLURALITY ABOUT 10,000.
Joe Mulhattan admits his defeat
announcing
a
gain
of
19
on
the
vote
for
GarBLAINE SWEEPS THE STATE BY 35,000.
Secretary Payne, of the Republican comMinnesota's plurality for Blaine is not less field, and one from Batavia, N. Y.. announcing
Georgia and Rhode Island are still
mittee, says a Milwaukee dispatch, claims the
that that dty, which gave Garfielda majority
than
35,000, says a Minneapolisdispatch. ReState by from c,uoo to 12,000 plurality. Dr.
of 34, had given Blaine 114. The following was safe.
turns
are
slow,
and
the
exact
vote
will
not
be
Anderson, chairman of the Democratic comreceived from the chairman of the Connecticut
The electionwas a great long-testerfor
mittee, concedes the State to the Republicans known for a day or two. The delegationsto Republican State Committee:
Congress Is solidly Republican. The majority
both sides.
bv about o.uoo. The indications point toward a
"Yon
have
sorely
carried
Connecticut.
Irish
large plurality,however. The Republicans on the Congressionalcandidates will fall below true. Democrats despondent”
It is cnrrently reported that Cleveland
have elected to Congress the following: Caswell that on Presidentialelectors, and may be
s
GOV. HENDRICKS.
placed at 25,000. The State Honse of Represenhas
carriedKentucky.
in the let district,Lafallette in the 3d, Van
Flndlanapolls dispatch.)
Scbalckin the 4th, Gnenther in the 6th, Thomas tatives will stand 110 Republicans to 37 Demo“The enemies he had made” were on
Gov. Hendricks cast his ballot at the Second
crats.
No
State Senators were voted for.
in the 7th. Price in the 8th, and Stephenson in
Precinct of the Twelfth Ward, near noon, to- deck with a scalping-knife.
thei.th.They gain fonr. The Democrats have
day, and then, fn company with Hon. James H.
South Carolina.
elected Bragg in the 2d, and Rankin in the 5th.
Pennsylvaniagives the champion ReRice, Auditor of State, made a tour of the
HEAY1LT DEMOCRATIC.
Iffie Legislaturewill be Republican In both
polls of the dty. Everywhere he was received publican majority this year.
The Cleveland electors are chosen in South
branches, it Is thought.
with the utmost cordiality and respect. ReCarolina by a heavy majority, and the following
At a precinct in the Eleventh Ward of
turninghome he spent the evening In his library,
Massachusetts.
State officers, all Democrats,are elected: Govwhere in corap my with a few personal friends, Baltimore some unknown person placed in
ernor,
H.
8/ Thompson; LieutenantGovernor,
BLAINE 8 PLURALITY OVER 24,000.
he received the bulletins of the As- the box a ballot for Belva Lockwood.
Returns from all but three dtles and towns John C. Sheppard;Secretaryof State, J. N.
Lipscomb;
Treasurer,
John
P.
Richardson;
Texas comes to the front as the chamgive the following result: Blaine, 142,699;
Cleveland,118,623; Butler, 23,813; . St. ControllerGeneral, william E. Stoney; Attorpion Democratic State. Cleveland’s maJohn, 10,174.Blaine's plurality is 24.078. ney General, O. R. Miles: Superintendent of re porter who called on him early in tho evening jority is placed at 100,000.
The vote tor Governor was as follows:Bobin- Educstlon, Asbury Coward; Adjutant General, Mr. Hendricks expressed himself as gratified
A. M. Marrlgault
The Tammany candidatefor Mayor of
son, 154,281; Endicott, 107,648: McCaflerty, Peomore than anything else with the reflectionthat
ple’s, 23,408; Seelye, ProbibltioD, 8,217. RobinNew York City is defeated by over 10,000
the struggle was at an
o
Missouri.
son's plurality is 46,633. There is evidence of
"You doubtlessfeel comfortableover the re- plurality. Ex-Mayor Grace, the candidate
fraud in the Sixth Congressional DistdoL
LARGELY DEMOCRATIC.
sult?"
:
of the County Democracy, is elected.
count may give tho election to Lodge ov^r LovCleveland’s majority in Missouri is estimated
“Well, having accomplished the object of the
ering. Lodge, Republican candidate for Con- at from 40,000 to 50,000. The candidatesfor contest. I feel like laying It aside now like an
Belva Lockwood concedes her defeat,
gress in the Sixth District,his petitioned for a State offices on the Democratic ticket are old mitten. I entered upon
anon a cam
campaign, the like and bears it with an appearance of cheerful
recount of votes. The plurality of Lovering all elected as follows; Governor, John 8. of which I never expect to again make, bnt, hav(Dem.) Is 173. The Legislatureis Republican Marmadnke; LleutenentGovernor,A. P. ing been drawn Into It, of coarse I wanted to resignation,bnt it is sospected that she is
by 29 on joint ballot.
Morehouse: Secretaryof State, M. K. succeed."
chagrinedin no small degree at the fact
McGrath ; Treasurer,J. M. Siebert; Auditor,
OOV. tn. JOHN.
that her vote is not large enough to keep
Nebraska.
John Walker; Attorney General, B. G. Boone;
Olathe (Kan.) telegram.]
her in curl papers for a week.
Jodge
of
the
Supreme
Court,
F.
M.
Black;
REPUBLICANBT 20,000.
Gov. St. John spent the day qnletly at his
Register
of
Lands.
Robert
McCulloch;
Railroad
Blaine carries Nebraska by a majority placed
home here, occasionallyapjiearlng on the
at abont 20.000. All of the Representativesto Commissioner,William G. Downing.
streetsIn company with a small number of his
There is about to be started in Leeds,
Congress, three in number, and all the State
friends.At half-past 1 he walked to the polls In
Connecticut.
England,
a societyfor the suppression or
officerselected, are Republicans. Followingis
the Third Ward, where he cast hbrvote. In re* 1,212 FOR CLEYELAKD.
the roster
State officers chosen:
ply to an inquiry. Gov. 8L John remarked that regulationof noisy trades in resident localiroster
A Hartford dispatch says the returns for Con- be was b"PPY as a dam. He produced the fol- ties.
. Dawes: LieuGovernor, James
H._ Shedd; Beo- necticut are now all in, with the exception of lowing dispatch, which he stated he had just
tenant Governor,
the back country towns. Cleveland has 60,932,
Miss Lippoioott,the daughter of
Olnex. DL, Not. 4.
WUiarU, AUUJIASl. A. JJOL/WVm.Al/HJlHUJ VJCU- Blaine 65,738, Si John 2,205, and Batter 1,637.
“Grace Greenwood," is to make her operatic
Cleveland’s plurality Is 1,211 The vote for
rGov_
To J. P. St John, Olathe, Kan. :
cral. William Leese; Land and Building ComSt John and Daniel Club sends greeting. The debut in Italy in December.
misalotfer, Joseph Scott; Superintendent of ernor and other State officersis practically the
The Republicans carry Iowa bv a plurality of
80.000 to 35,000on the nationalticket, 25.000 to
30.000on the State ticket,and elect Congressmen in ten of the eleven districts—WoolHjn In
tho First, Henderson In the Third, Fuller in the
One of the Closest Political Contests of Fourth.
Smith in the Filth, Campbellin the
Sixth, Conger and Smith to till a vacancy in the
Modern Times.
Seventh, Hepburn in the Eighth,Lyman In the
Ninth, Holmes In the Tenth, and Struble in the
Eleventh. The Fusionistselect Morphy in the
The Presidentialelection of 1884 passes into Second. This is a Republican gain of three.
history as one of the closest nationalpolitical Weaver, Fusionlst,in tho Sixth, Is defeated

Rep,

_

Rep.

V

Judge.
«

_

Congress.

-(

orchestralunion has been formed

Jersey.

ous States of the Union.

Farley.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS;

same, which throws the choice into the Legisla- fraudulentreports against joi^ sfrengthi^you
ture, both branches of which will be Republican
by good majorities.
n£jiUKL Barker, Sec'y,
“ *

_

The

at Battle Creek.

— Portlge Prairieis being devastated by
some some now species of worm.

—The

Tecumseh Library Association will

give a lecture course this winter.

—The

Flint Salvation Army now marches

with music of a cornet, a banjo, and a tambourine.

—Each townshipin Presque Isle County
will hereafter be

compelled to look after

its

own poor.
r—

A

of an imported variety
box of lemons at Battle

live snake

was found in a

Creek a few days ago.

—Miss

known

Idolla M. Purinton,well

in musical circles, and Mr. Freeman
Brown wore married

W.

at Adrian.

--Short-hand fever is raging at the University, and an endless

amount of

‘instruc-

tion can be had for the paltry sum of $2.

—Two-

thirds of tho familiesof

Calhoun

County own their own houses, and 4,612
people in that county own farms of twenty
acres or more.

-MackinacIsland is to have a $50,000
rooms. C. \V. Caskey, of
Harbor Springs, will be tho proprietor,and
he will get out the lumber for it, and tho
hotel, with 250

doors and door and window frames, at that
place this winter.

A Michigan Libel Case.
Michigan has

The Supreme Court of

rendered a decision on tho law of

libel

which contains considerable common sense,
in one direction,but

it

is

accompanied by

such reservationsthat it will tend to check
onterpriHe in the publication of “all the

news" in

that

State. A man in Detroit was

charged with murder, under peculiarlysensational circumstances,

and

they justified

tho strong suspicionsagainst him. The

Pont and Tribune declared with
some earnestness that he was guilty of the
Detroit

crime. He was afterward tried but acquitted. He sued the newspaper in question for libel, but the case

him and

in favor of

went

against

tho newspaper in the

lower courts. He appealed the cane to the

Supreme Court, which reversed tho judgment in this case, and it now goes back for
a

new trial.
The opinion of Chief Justice Sherwood

in this case is far in

advance of the old law

of libel. He said:

“There can bo no question at

this late

day but that the public newspaper has the
right (whether it shall be regarded ns its
duty or not) to discuss (hose matters which
relate to life, habits, comfort, happiness,

and welfare of the people. - In doing so it
may state facts, draw its own inferences,
and give its own views upon the facts.
may err in its deductions, and

It

if they aro

false they aro not actionable,unless special

damages are shown.

From

”

these favorable premises, however,

he argued unfavorably to the Detroit news-

paper in this case. He says that directly
imputing crime to an individualis actionable, and that

good

motives, absence of

malice and zeal in the publication of

do not constitutean excuse

news

or justification

for the libel.

The line is a close ouc.and the defiuitionf
are not so clear as to always relieve the

news

editor from

donbt. Such

being the

case, tho path of prudence is the path of
n&tety.— Chicago Evening Journal.

1.500.
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Health in Michigan.
Reportsto the State Board of Health, Lansing,
by observers in different parte of the State show
the diseases which caused most sickness in
Michigan during the week ending Nov. 1, 1884,
as follows. Number of observers heard from, 41 :

Diseases in Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.

lllntermlttent fever ........
Comraraptiouof lungs...
Bronchitis ................
Rheumatism....,.........
5 Neuralgia .................
<f Diarrhea ..................
Remittent fever ..........
Tonsllltis.................
Influenza ................
.
T rob o- malarial fever. ....
Dysentery ................
Typhoid fever (enteric)...
13 Pneumonia ...............
14 Diphtheria .............
16 Cholera infantum ........
lOlEnrslpelas ................
17 Inflammationof kidney. .
...

Inflammationof bowels..

Whooping cough

.........
Cholera morbus ...........
Scarlet fever ...... ; .......
Measles ...................
23 Cerebro-spinal meningitis
24'InflammatioQof brain...
20|Membraneons croup ......
20 Puerperal fever ...........
1

73
60
01

01

'

69
50
61
40
39

29'
27
24
24
22
20
20
20
17
12

12
10
7

7
5
6
6

72
00
49
61
05
05
63
44
40
37
37
31
23
83
21
30
14
13
16
14
12

6
9
9
14
5

For the week ending Nov. 1 thereporte indicate
bronchitis and rhenmatlsm increased, and that
membraneous croup, diphtheria, diarrhea, dysentery, erysipelas,and typho-malarlalfever
decreasedin area of prevalence.
At the State capitalthe prevailingwinds
during the week ending Nov. 1 were south;
and, comparedwith the preceding week, the
temperature was lower, the relative humidity
was considerablymore, the absolutehumidity
and the night ozone were less, and the day
ozone more.
Comparedwith the average for the month of
October in the six years 1879-1884, Intermittent fever and typho -malarial fever were less
prevalent; and dysentery,diarrhea,cholera infantnm and cholera morbus were more prevalent In the month of October, 1884.
For the month of October, 1884, compared
with the average of correspondingmonths for
the six years 1879-1884,the temperature was
sUgbtfy higher,the absolutehumidity and tho
night ozone were slightly more, and the relative
humidity and the day ozone were slightly less.
Including reportsby regularobserversand
others, diphtheria was reportedpresent during
naw, Howard City, Kalamazoo, Lansing,Man-

land, and Roxana: m«
Ithaca, and Whitehall.
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ATTENTION

In the matter of the estate of Henry N lemeyer,
is hereby given that I shall aetl
public anctlon, to the bigbeat bidder, on

and

deceased. Notice

ROGERS, Editor.

at

‘‘Chautauqua Books.”
Saturday, November 15,

.'

MRS. GEO. FOSTER,

Administrator’!Sale.

HOLLAND CITY HEW5!.
WILLIAM

'

’84.

4l-4t

Just received and for sale by
H. D.

Hollar, the 8th Day ol Deceiler, A. D. 1884,
at two o'clock in the afternoon, at the Phoenix

MUSIC TEACHER
who

All
music and

POST.

Farmers

!
I

to
those who
upon the

‘

Planing Mill in the city of Holland,in the county of
those
desire
learn
Ottawa, in the state of Michigan,pursuant to liespecially
cense and anthoritv granted to me on tho sixth day
Th&nkigiviag PrcoUmitioa.
of October. A. D. 188«, by the Probate Court of
want to learn to play
piOttawa County, Michigan, all <*f the estate, right,
Garnered sheaves and ripened fruits adwill buy all the Stave and Heading
1 have a big, heavy, sound, red yoke o* title and interestof the said deceased of, in and to ano or organ should apply to
at
real estate situated and being in the county of
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
monish us that another year, crowned oxen, six years old, smart, in good condif the
on Ninth street in the resOttawa, in tho state of Michigan, known and deround, viz:
with innumerable blessings, is drawing to lion, well broke, and well adapted for lum- scribed as followsto wit: Commencing at the idence of
Chas. Scott,
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
south quarter post ol section thirty (83) in towna close, and in conformity with a time- bering uses. For further informationcall ship five (5) north of range fifteen (15) west, and
White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 Indies long.
runningthence east alang the south Hue of said
honored custom, endeared to us by halElm Slave Bolts, 83 inches long.
JO
WIT,
section,thirty-five(85) chains and fifty-four(54)
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
lowed associations,I, Josiah
Begole, 3 miles northwest of the Grand Haven links, runningthence north to B ack Lake, thence
Mich., Oct. 2, 1884,
westerly along the water's edge of said lake to the
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long
40-2t north and south quarter liae of section thirty, (30)
governor of the State of Michigan, do bridge.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
thence south along said quarter line to the quarter
hereby appoint Thursday, the 27th day of
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
post,
the
place
of
Beginning,
containing
six
and
guarantee that the bberwln-Wil.
November, 1884, aa
day of public
making contractsor further in(8*) acres of land, more or less, said
Hams Prepared Paint when properly used three-fourths
land being situated in the city of Holland,county
formation apply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
thanksgivingand praise to Almighty God. will not crack, flake or chalk off, and will of Ottawa and State of Michigan; also the west
“Thanksgiving
Day” bos come
to be re- cover more surface, work better, wear one-half of lot three (8) In block HO vthree(58)in the
«uau*»5.T.uB.'-.r
----------ED.
Su/rf.
city of Holland,county of Ottawa and state of has just iccelved a large stock of the latest
carded as the great annual Sabbath of the longer and permanently look better,than Michigan.
or to G. Van Patten & Sons’ store.
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
# ______________
anv other paint,
naint. including
includintrwhite lead and
any
Dated, Holland. Oct. 16. 1884.
nation, when citizensof every race, creed
88-?t
KKINDER
E.
WBRKMAN,
Administrator.
Krrmkrs & Banos.
and condition, as well as the wayfarer and

For Sale.

Woodsmen.

We

me

•

on

W.

We

a

my home

Rev.
Terms Moderate.
MRS. GEO.
Holland,

BN DE

D. D.

FOSTER,

HEROLD

E.

For

—

. .

YER SCHURE,

...

j

oil.

sojourner in our gates, may in their chosen

in such way and with

at their firesides,

such observancesas

seem to them most
Source

fitting, render thanks to the Infinite

Good

of

Fifty

Let us, therefore,laying aside our ordi-

ous and social festivities.Let enmities be
forgotten and friendships renewed.

With

hearts free from passion and all unebaritableness let us return thanks for the

mercy

which has preserved and the bounty
which has sustained us

as individuals

and

nation. Rejoicing that our govern-

ment, “of the people, by the people and
for

-Two Dnidends!

the people,” is cherished by all the

emu-

States of our glorious Union, let us

and

late the virtues of th‘e fathers

secure

the continuedprosperity of the nation by

deservingIt
Let our gratitudefind expressionnot

J.

THE INDEPENDENT

set

my hand, and caused the

great seal of

the State to oe affixed at the city of Lansing, this 10th day of

November,1884.

By the Governor, Josiah W. Bkgolk,

Barry

Conant.

A.

Secretary of State.

Remarked by R. C. Joiner, of Allen P.
0., Hillsdale Uo., Mich.: “Nothing gave

my

rheumatism such quick relief ns Dr.

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.

THE INDEPENDENT

Terms

at the store of

NO.

00
00
00

and

Afternoon,

“

The

Lord.”

\

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a. m., and
at 12

m.

7

:3<)

Rev.

p.

m.

Sunday school

Thomas Walker Jones,

Pastar. Subjects: Morning, “The preacher
that succeeds;”

Evening, “The net of the

bird-cather.” Congregational singing.

Opening anthems

by the choir. All are

4Mt

THE INDEPENDENT,

Third Reformed

Church—
at

Rev.

m.

9:30 a. m.,

D.

at

and

afflicted to

DR.KHNE.9stArch

full

and complete line of

^

i

I

have the agency in this city

St..Phil»delphia.P4.

|M Druggists. BEWARE OF IMITATING FRAUDS,

for the celebrated

12-ly

G. J.

VAN

DURRN,

Needle Gas Lamp.

W. VAN DER VEERE

These lamps are a great improvement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the. amount of light
which they give. Call and

News
VAN DUREN &C0., Props

see them.
Having lately re-openedthe “Citv Meat Market’
in the First Ward, we kindly tuvile the cltizenr

ENGLISH PAPER

Goods delivered free of charge.

ol this city to give us a “call.”

We

Intend to keep our market supplied with the
best and choicest meats that.can be orocured.

B.
Holland, June

PRINTED IN THE

We make

“IlollandColony”

VAN DUREN

Neatly and Promptly

ExeoixtecI
la the

1883.

Tho North River Street

V-?

A CO.

15.1883.

*-

is still alive,

of the Sec. of Board of School Exam- 1
iners of Ottawa
y
Nunlca,Mich.. July 22. 1884. )

Office

14,

WYNHOFF.

W. VORST,

and can assure our patrons that the Laid pur
chased of us, is perfectly pure and of fine quality

JOB PRJHTING Examination of Teachers.
County.

and

Is

ready to make yon a good

COAT, PANTS,

OR VEST,

The Board of School Examinersof Oitawa
County pnrpose meeting as follows for the examor Unclean and renovate your old and
ination of applicantsfor a teacher's certificate:

soiled

garments.
school house, Zee'and; August
27, at court house, Grand Haven; October a, high
school room, Coopersvllle; Oct. 31, court house.
Grand Haven. Each aesslon is to commence at 9
Neatly !
o’clock a. m. Candidatesare required to pass an
examinationto addition to other branches prescribed, in effects of alcoholic drinks,stimulants and at reasonable prices. Come and convince
yourself.
and narcotics on the human system.
By order of Board of
j
A. W. TAYLOR, SfC.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 29. 1884
4tf.
August 6,

1884, at

I

Repairing;

done

I

“A

p.m.

In endless variety.

always on band.

for Nervt Aff.ciunj Fitt, EfiUfry,etc.
directed. AO Fite after
M/kjirstdaft use. Treatise an I $j trial bottlefree to
;H
Fit patients, they payintfexpress charges oitb.i, when
received. Send names, P. 6. a i i express address of

THE ONLY

m.

m.

,

cur.

G. J.

Public notice is hereby given, that on tb* 20tb
day of November, A. D. lt$t, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, at the southwest corner of section 28, in
2 p.
Sunday School
p. m. the townshipof Jamestown,in the county of OtPrayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30. tawa, I will be preseut for the purpose of lettli g
contracts for the construction of a Drain in said
The services will oe conducted tWthealog township,described as follows: Commencingat a
point 50 rods north and 40 rods east of the quarter
ical student F. J. Zwemer.
corner, betweensections 34 and 35 in Town 6 N. of
R 13 W., thence E. 550 feet to aubdiviaionline,
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— thence north on subdivision line 300 feet, thence
Services at 9:30 a. m., add 2 p.
Sun- E. eOO feet, thence 8. 78 deg , E. 250 feet, thence
N. 6H deg., E. 600 feet, thence 8. 70 degrees,E.
day schaol at 3:45. Subjects: Morning, 400 feet, thence N . 6*1 degrees, E. 150 feet, thence
S. 82 degrees, E. 300 feet, thence 8. 70 degrees, E.
temporary faith.” Afternoon, “The zSOfeet.thence E. 800 feet, thence S. 80 degrees,
preface t* the ten commandments.” Eve- E. 1,050 feet to line between sections 35 and 86 in
said town, 40 rods north of quarter corner between
ning, “Seeking for enchantments and find- said sections,thence N. 70 deg. E. 300 feet to a
point •n Biber's Creek, thence N. 31 deg., E, 100
ing God.”
feet, thence 45 degrees £. 800 feet, thence N. 400
feet, thence northeasterly along the creek, 3,250
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser- feet to a point on the east and west sub-dlvlaion
line. 440 feet east of the center of the soatbweat
vices at 9:80 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p.
The quarter
of aectlon twenty five in said town. The
services will be conducted by Rev. J. A. above described line to be the center line of the
proposeddrain ; which drain shall be six feet wide
De Broyn, pastor.
on the top throughoutand IK feet wide on the
bottom, said drain shall be three feet deep, or as
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T. near three feet deep as an even grade shall requite,
and that at that time I will let contractsfor the
George, Pastor. Services at 10*^0 a. m.<
construction of saitf drain by aectlons,to the lowest
responsible bidder or bidders, reservingthe
and 7:80
Sunday school at 12 m.
right to reject any and ail bids. Also take notice
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :30; that I will then and there, at the time of the letting
each contracts,be present to review all assessMorning:
King’s highway.” Eve- of
ment of benefitsnpon the lands npon which said
drain is to be constructed,
and assessed for the
Bing, “Sincere rejection.”
construction thereof.
Dated at Jamestown, this fifth day of November
1884
The Secret Art of Beauty lies not in cos- A

Brock, Pastar. Services

Etc

^INPALLIBL* if taken as

P. O. Box, 2787, New York.

Drain Notice.

White Goods,

Skirts, Hosiery,

CROCKERY

Holland, Mich., Feb.

welcome.

9

Dtess Goods, Table Linens,

right away
than anything else in this world. All, of either
eex, eucceed from first hour. The broad road to
fortuue opens before the workers, absolutely sure.
At once address True A Co., iutruata, Maine.

City Meat Market,

Holland City

WYNHOFF

B.

A

Specimen Copies Free.
No papers are sent to subscribers after the time
paid for has expired. The Independent's dubbing
list will be sent free to any person asking for it.
Anyone wishing to subscribe for one or more
papers nr magazines, in connectionwith The Independent, can save money by orderingfrom our
club list. Address

HEROLD

A PRIZE.to more money

per.

.

E.

Send nix centa for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you

wishing onythlngin my line can do no better than
by callingon me. I have a large stock ol readymade work in

52 dividends during the year?

month

EIGHTH STREET.

COST.

OTHERS

to

Every intelligentfamily needs a good newspaIt i-* a necessity for parents and children.A
good
way to make the acquaintance of Tho Indeglory of the ascended
pendent is to send 30 cents for a trial trip of a

46,

Holland, Mich., March 13, 1884.

FARMERS

going on in the stock of

Is

Dry Goods & Groceries,

to Subeoribera.

N. M.

is liberty?’

Genuine Cyclone
CALL AND SEE US

prayer meeting
formed

others.

done.

FLIEMAN.

Three months.... 75 1 One Year ....... « 3
Four months ..... $ 1 00 Two years ........5
Steffens, Pastor. Services at 9:80 u. in., Six mouths .......1 50 1 Five years ....... 10
Can anyone make a better Investment of $2
and 2 p.m. Sunday School 8 :30. Weekly $3 than one which will pay

Subjects: Morning, “ Where

have been need for over 194 years, and are sold to
a larger extent than ano
27-ly

Repairing neatly and promptly

family newspaper of the first class, and is recognized as one of the great educators of the land.
Every one who wishes to be well informed npon a
great variety of subjects should subscribefor it.
During the past year The Independent,desiring
that its subscribers should have stories by the very
best living authors, has publishedcontributions
frem W. E. Norris, author of “Matrimony,’’“No which I will sell at artonlshingly low prices in
New Thing,”etc.; J. 8. of Dalc.anthor of ‘ Onernorder to make room for my fall stock.
dale," “The Crime of Henry Vane." etc.; Julia
Schayer. author of “Tiger Lily and Other Stories’’;
Sir Samuel YV. Baker, the celebrated Egyptian exCall and examine and give me a trial.
plorer; Mrs. J. H. Riddell author of “The Senior
Partner/' etc: Thomas Hardy, author of "A Pair
J.
of blue Eyes,” “Two on a Tower,” etc; Edward
Everett Hale, author of “Ten Times One is Ten,”
Holland, Mich., Oct. 23, 1884.
etc.; James Payn. the celebratedEnglish novelist; Lucy C. Lillie, F, W. Robinson. Fred D.
Storey. Henry W. Lucy, Harriett Prescott Spofford.
Rebecca Harding Davis. Sarah Orne Jewett, Frank
R. Stockton, II. U. Boyesen,Ivan Tourgcneffand
others.
a

Church Items with the Services for
To-morrow.

with the Third ReChurch, on Thursday, at, 7:30

Lorillard’n Nary Clipping*
take first rank as a solid durable smoking tobacco
wherever Introduced.

Lorillard’a Famous Snuffs

Subscribe for the

First Reformed Church, Rev.

SHOES.

Sleighs of Every Description
on hand which I proposeto sell at

Gut To-

bacco
is also made of the finest stock, and fbr aromatic
chewing qualitiesla second to none.

THE INDEPENDENT

Is

In testimonywhereaf 1 have hereunto

Lorillard’a Bom Loaf Fine

Strength and Durability

is

well pleased.”

tobaccoa.

GROVER HAND SEWED

Northwestern Sleigh Company

has twenty-two distinct departments,edited by
twenty-twospecialists,which include Bibical Reseated at abundantly supplied tables,lov- search, Sanitary, Pine Arts, Moslc, Science,Pebbles. Personalities, Ministerial Register,Hymn
ing memories filling the vacant chairs, let Notes, School and College, Literature, Religions
us not forget the solitary and the poor. Intelligence,Missions,Sunday School,News of
the week, Finance, Commerce, Insurance, Stories,
“But to do good and to communicate, for- Puzzles, Selections and Agriculture.Thirty-two
pages in all.

sacrificesGod

the
is
never adnltsmtedwith glucose, barytes, molasses, '
or any deleteriousingredients,as ia the case with
many other
t g

CTJTTIEIRS

only by religionsobservances, but also in

such

LORILLARD’S CLIMAX
PLUG TOBACCO.
/
WlthRedTlnTsg.Isihsbsstt Is
purest;

arc the celebrated

FLIEMAN

New York,

the acts of Cbristiau benevolence. While

get not, for with

among which

la acknowledged to be what the
has in stock a nnmbei of the
Pall Mall QazttU, of London, eaya It is, “one of
the ablest weeklies In existence.'’ It occupies
two fields,religions and literarj. It pnblishes
each w«ek from twenty-five to thirty-three per
cent more reading matter than anv of Its contemmade by the
poraries.With the exception of its column of
“Selections,’’every line in every issae is new, originalmatter, written expresslyfor it. It pays
more each week for literary matter than any three
of Its contemporariespnt together. It has the
largestand best corps of contributors of any periodical In the world. It is undenominationalin re- of Milwaukee. These cuttera for ease and comfort are superior,while in
ligion, and nnsurpaased
in literary ability.Its review of books are unexcelledIn journalism. Its
editorialsare fearless. Its departmentsof science
and hibical research give valuable information, una
obtainable elsewhere. Its market reports and com- they beat everything.The dash is a new device
mercial matters are esgerly sought for by those
which cannot be broken.
wanting correct information upon those subjects.
Its departmentfor 1 Old and Yonng." is filled with
articlesIn prose and poetry.
I also have a lot of
of

BOOTS A SHOES DO YOUTHATKNOW

The popular wagou manufacturer,

for the blessings of the year.

nary occupations, devote the day to religi-

as a

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.

JUit’ Advertisements.

places of worship, at their family alters; or

HOLLAND LANGUAGE.

.

Examiners.

BOOKLBIJVPIIVrGr

l

GEO. T. McCLURE,
Orders for the

-Dea’or In-

Holland City News.

office of the

Sewing Machines,
MO

ALLEGAN BINDERY may

Magazine and and

all

periodicalwork a

be left at the

specialty. ^

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

“The

D

metics, bat only in pure blood and heal-

thy action of the vital organs, to be obtained by Burdock Blood Bitters.

CORNELIUS JOLDERSMA,

'A

Township Drain Commissioner for the Towntaip
of Jamestown, in the County of Ottawa.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

1884.

I

FALL AND

WINTER. 1884

BnoUen’i Arnica Salre.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
The Best Newspaper in Michigan.
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveThe only reed instrument made having
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
the
patent Qualifying tubes, giving the
Daily—
$7
per
year;
60
cents
per
month.
Wtokly
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
nearest approach in toue to that of the
one Dollar per Year.
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
pipe organ.
For sale by H. Walsb.
for the working class. Send 10 cenU*
for postage, and we will ritellyon /tee,
a royal,valuable box of uunpie good*,
I
Onk of Bitting Bull’s chiefs is Little
that will put you in the way of making
more
money
In
a
few
days
than
yon
ever
Wheat, Ought to have been planted long
Tho Bant in the World!
thought possibleat any bualnees.Capital not reqnlred. We will start yon. You can work all th* 'EYery -Machine warranted for five years
time or in spare time only. The work la nnlve^
tally adaptedto both sexea, yonng and old. Yon
HTfc AH Fits stopped free by Dr. can easily earn from 60 centa to $5 every evening A full Ibe ef sewing machine merchandise constantly on hand.
That all who want work may toat the business, we

Read the Detroit Post

_

White Sewing

Machine

^

KMne's Great Nerve Restorer.No
after ini day's

cases. Send
Phils,,

eVU

use.

fMB

Marvelous cures

Pa.

Treatise sod

fits

tyiel bottle free to flu

to J)r. fclloe, 981

;i&L

Arch St
12-1

this anparellelod offer; to all who are not
well satisfied we will send t* to pay for the trouble’
Please call, examine goods, and ascertain prices
of writing
Full particulars, directions, etc.,
•eqt free. Fortuny wilMjmde b^ttooa who and terms before purchasingeliewbere.

Millinery and Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, HATS, CAPS.
PLUMES, TIPS, POMPONS, FANCY FEATHERS, VELVETS,
PLUSHES, SATIN, SILK. CRAPE, VEILINGS, RIBBONS,
LACES,; COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS,
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOODS, HANp-

^v

MADE

HOODS. ZEPHYR, SAXONY
YARN, AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC.

\ INFANT’S

TO AILS

A SPECIALTY.

make

m.

1

Don’t delay. Start now. AdCo.. Portlnad. Maine.

Cor. of Eighth and River
17-ly

treets,

i

L &

•

Holland Mlob

BTGtXXTXX

S.

VAN DEN BEEGE,

STREET.

•Mi-

HOLLAND MIOH

m
Pair play

JOHINGS.
Thb

American

The

B-»ard of Canvassersmet in

Haven

last

a jewel which every true

defend.

&

The democracy Celebrate the Downfall pf
the Eepublicans.

thanks are due to Mr. Geo. H.

Souter for a lot of vegetables.

Tuesday.

until

Our

circuit court has been adjourned

la

will

A

Grand

campaign ftte—io

office

Tuesday.

by

'"a

THE PASTRY

IN

ip

Alt flllUuilMtlo iHaplaj.
Last

be turned out of

city
the victorious opposition.

Wednesdaywas market day

and was

also the

Merchant

injtbi

day set aside by

BOSMAN.

w.

J.

and dealer
In
hav

democracy ;of this city as a day of
rejoicing over the election of Clevelan
<

Vegetation ia fresher at this
than baa been known for years.
The Zeeland democrats

Rev. Dr. Phelps and two of his

season

chil-

and

dren are sojourning in Albany, N. Y.

J W. Hallack,

held a jubilee

editor of the

Hendricks. {

At the

our

t
Ready-Made

usual Sour

nt

meeting last night over election.

sewing machines In connectionwith

sell

his other business.

last

Grand

ter of deeds for this

is

we

A

Mac Walker was

In

town

last Tuesday

way

talk-

the election.At six o’clock it soon be-

came evident that something had broke

our Water

Works system.

United States-

a luxury, but unless a man’s loose. The steam whistles of the stave
circumstances permit ef luxuries he had factory,Phoenix planing mill and the

Woman

better be content with sewing on his

ewn

tied

down and belched

forth steam and hideous noises at the rate
buttons.

of about sixteen ounces to the pound.
Married :-By Rev. T. T. George, on Democratic enthusiasm was immediately
Friday, November 7, 1884, Mr. William •d the rise, while republican dejection wai
Sermon next Sunday evening in Hope
Chapman te Miss Lillie Weet; both of away below par. The canon, at short
Church to young men. Theme to be
the

Tialll%I*a»n Or«BC«, etc., flavwr CakM*
,

'r«hm«,Paddlnv», delicatelyand
irailyae theft-alt from which they arc

A. B.

A man

in

this

city who has invited a

host of county relativesfor Thanksgiving
says that Solomon in all his glory was not

to?hUcl7»“?wine^eTa
to

sion and buoyed the rising spirits of the

Ini
J

Bosman, of Hamilton,has moved

building belongingto hi. lather In

first ward. Success

Chit

«go,

‘h«

get out of the expression, “it

Dr

Rev. J. A. De Bruyn. “Jim” accept the

sion formed in front of the Clevelandand

n the city yesterday. The printers are

Hendricks club room on Eighth street and

News.

cigars.”

North Holland democracy celebrated
the election of Clevelandand Hendricks
last Thursday. The roar of the cannon

.

obligations to

1

It was very

bim for

commendableiu

Mo#

Prloi’i

Crum

Biking

\
i

the saloofl

keepers of the city in closing their places

-AND—

Gems,

8 2

“'! si?

WE MAKE BUT ONI QUALITY.

l-S'.s-s!? JS

LIGHT HEIITHY BREAD

Sri*®
o'!.

head was

1*1

containing

C.

A.”
will be

a Church

Social under

the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid Society of

Hope Reformed Church next week Friday
evening, at the house of Mrs. Prof. Chas.

Scott. All are invited.

of unrequltted love, but

&

mud

of the

into effect

The only change, we have as yet beard of the salty creek after the unfortunates, who
is that the evening train from Grand ran for president,had arrived at their desRapids to Chicago will run abeut 50 min- tination,and to be a bar In that renowned
utes later. Corrected figureswill be given stream over which none could pass.

Bilious poets have long sung
row

Chicago

filled with all the

campaign. It was labeled, “Smtit maon the chine, Elkins, Dorsey, Ball, et al" This
West Mich. R’y to-morrow. was Intended to be used for a dam across

A new time card goes

There

posed to be

of the sor- next

the sad look

drum

week.

corps

was next and

Chicago.

The

preceeded

about two hundred footmen bearing ban-

the present price of parsnips

nearly six hundred dollars.

William Bacmgartel, our

first

ward

favorite son;

tain.

While the democratic procession was
at a halt

pertown, a station about twenty-four miles

“Hooker”; Missouri— whiskey thieves

3outh of this city. One leg had been cut

tremble;

New

Jersey— Little Mac lives

at the foot of Eighth street last

off close to the body and the body hurled here; New York and victory— Jay Gould
Wednesday evening,several bricks and over 100 feet from the place where first not the power behind the throne; North
other misslls were thrown Into the processtruck. In the pockets of the deceased Carolina— we Pine-d for a change; South

by by-standers.One of the bricks were found two bottles ot whisky, one full
hityaung Barny De Vries, who clerks in and the other partly full, neither bottle
the store of P. & A. Steketee, on the head
bad been broken.
cutting a severe gash in his scalp. Dr.
Our Skating Rink which has been
Wm. Van Pulten dressed the wound, hfcli
opened for the season promises to be a
The average daily attendance of pupils popular place of amusement during the
in our public schools for the past month
coming winter. The prices of admission
was 748, three hundred and twenty of which are lower than last year wl11 be M
whom ware neither absent nor tardy dur- follows: spectators 10 cents; owners of
ing the rnomh. This is an excellent show*
skates 16 cents; use of skates 15 cents; and

sion

ing

for

the schools, but there are

Carolina— solid for the

years ago; Texas— Republicans a curiosity
in this state;

a double ticket will be sold at 40 cents adgreat many street urchins whose parents mitting gentleman and lady including use
neglect their duty by allowing them to of skates. These prices and the fact that

ranks of the ignorant and vicious.

On

music

is

furnished every time gives us a

rink that

the evening before olection d

we can compare very

with those of other towns.

60,000;

^4;

WINTER GOODS

favorably

.

Virginia— who is Mahone,

anyhow? West

Virginia—

soap and

CASHMERES,
FLANNELS.
HOODS.

ft>

o

COMFORTERS.
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nc our prices and goods before purchasing
elsewhere.
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FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
STEKETEE
1884.
C.

onization did’t work here; Rev. Ball, pro-

S.B erg

have in atock constantly

nd a superior stock of Canned Goods.
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Hi WYKHUYSEN, i ir;

spelling the name of Cleveland. The
streets along the line of march were
thronged with people aod it looked as
though all the Inhabitants of this city and
surrounding country were out to witness
the display and take part In the celebration. At the foot of Eighth street, on the
open space between the street and the Solid
bay, materialhad been collectedfor a

^<3

a-

W
FPSH GROCERIES I
We

(t>

go cd

cannot be beat in this city.

I

I
•

Q-

r~

s

a

—dealer In-

SEAES,

I. U.

dollar Ja

Gold and Plated Chains,

disposed huge bonfire, and as the procession
ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,
upon leaving this city with his team of Lperg#n8 daUbed up the fronts of several of neared, the torch was applied aod the
flames leaped high into the air. V. W.
hones aad two-seatedlight wagon,
piace8 0f business in this city with red
Seely, chairman of the county democratic
crossing the railroadtrack on Eighth paint. A reward was at once offered by committee,addressed the people asJewelry and Clocks.
street near the passenger dopot. The ten
.he democratic city committee for the sembled,aod the procession then marched
©‘clock train, going south, was standing irrest and conviction of the perpetrators back to the club room and from there to
to the city hotel, where, upon call, Joe AlI also keep on band a full line of
at the depot with locomotive near Eighth
of this contemptible trick. On Tuesday* len and F. G. Churchill spoke a few
street crossing; when Stegeoga’s horses Marshal Vaupell arrested Marinos Trias words, thanking the club for the work they
were on the track the locomotive dis- and Jacob Kuite, two boyo about twelve bad pertormed during the campaign just
!
charged the steam, frightening the horses years of age, on a warraut Lined by ended. After all was over a detachment
of the club proceededon a general hornwhich upset the wagon and leaving it be- Justice Post charging them with malicing tour, calling on the Hope College reMy stock of,
hind, followed the road for a distance iously Injuring buildings. They wore ar- publicans, Editor Verwey, Dr. Yates and
when they turned aside to the north on raigned yesterday plead not guilty and I. Cappon aod then the town was left in
peace and quiet once more. Mguy resiis unsurpassedin this city. _
the railroad track again on the “Y” lead- the trial was set down for to-day.
dences and places of business along the
ing to main track to Grand Rapids branch
line of march were handsomely decorHamilton.
and followed it till they got fast in thb
ated and illuminated, prominently among , Particular attentionis called to the fact
Mr. F. Baker, of the firm of Kolvoord which were the Phoenix hotel, which was that all my goods are first-class and are
bridge over black river. A few minutes
&
Baker, was married last Thursday eve- lit up with 254 candlea in the windows; sold at low prices.
later the feat train from tho south with full
ning, Nov. 18, to Miss Dora Blgshy/ our L. & 8. Van den Berge. H. Walsh’s dru
speed run over the horses and hid a nar
store and residence; P. & A. Bteke
Bybolt Btegenga with three of his

*14
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WOOLEN GOODS,

co'»

fessional scandal monger, banner campaign lies furnished on short notice;
Blaine’s valise marked 20 years in Congress, a fizzle, by Blaine; and nine transparencies of a single letter, but together

5

g
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DELAINES.

XT

g

CT

Pi

Tennesee— we buried the bloody shirt 20

still a

run at large, thus forcing them into the

Union by

o’

^

GINGHAMS

and has promised to give an exhibition of stolen once but will not be again; Georgia
fancy skating at the rink probably cn —her manufactoriesrepudiate the g. o.

Kentucky— “The democratic, the only
barber, says that if the uncertainlyas to [expertskater of national renown and none
national party.”— Henry Clay; Louisana
who is Presidentremains much longer In if our lovers of skating should loose this
—To
John Sherman, “35,000 democratic
doubt he will have to charge the republi- ipportunity of seeing him.
majority—sei.d me a fan.”— Eliza Pinkscans fifty cents for a shave. Republican
ton; Maryland— we are not in the show
Last
Monday
night
an
Indian
was
run
faces have been unusually long that is cerover and killed by the fast train at Hop- business; Mississippi— they could not

co
^« ® n
&,0

-5L

CALICOES.

List of letters remaining in the post-

Tuesday evening. Mr. Cockburn is an p.; Indiana— true to her

•t.Loult.MO.

inch as

room on the faces of the office at Holland, Mich., Nov. 13, 1884: ners, brooms and torches,and judging
from the noise, each were armed with a tin
republicans of our city makes an obituary Miss Alice Bousgense, Elgert W. Ball,
born. Among the banners and transparnotice appear really hilarious in compariWin. J. Cott, E. E. Grippen, James B.
encies we noticed the following mottoes
son.
Harrison,Henry Van Heukeleu and B.
and inscriptions:Alabama— star route
George H. Souter raised fifty bushels Hura,
thieves to the rear; Arkansas— no Little
IVm. Vbrbeek, P. M.
of parsnips on a piece of ground 30 x 42
Rock in ours; Connecticut— too much
lent in size. At this rate an acre would
Mr. Robert Cockbuhn, an expert lie, soap didn’t work; Delaware— “Honyield 1,300 bushels and would rive the
esty will triumph.’’— Bayard; Florida—
joller skater, is expected hero next week
at
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down Eighth to
Madalfifla bay. The procession was participated in by a large number. At the

Wednesday evening. It was un- all the defeatedpresidentialcandidates.
Many of the cheap politicians and the doubtedly owing to this fact that such The craft was bound for the source of salt
htt dry hop yaast In the world. , Brad
disappointed office seekers have gone back good order prevailed.
/ creek— by wagon. Next followed a cage raised by this yeast Is light,white and, whole.
again to making music in the back yard,
I uOth tlm nnnnlor alon “Dimn MlllPlim
Thk fashion news fells us that Novem- »H1> «« P°P0l»r Blgn,“Dime Museum,
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while the sawduit piles up around them.
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Let
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people began to arrive from the coun-

try and our democraticcitizens began to decorate their buildings, much
Men, disappointedoffice seekers, with to the amazement of more than one of
The Standard Roller Mills will unthe cry of treachery, are met quite fre- our farmer friends. The day was beaudoubtedlystart running next week.
tiful aud gave promise of a fine evening
quently now-a days.
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THB OLD WIFE.

er yon were a poor little madder gath- have sent them a!l to the North Star,
When this intriguer
guer of
. a
.. Vedene
_________
enHis Bequest
erer or a great city magistrate— he gave or even further. But no! One is not tered the hall of the palace the Holy
The hostess in a well-filled, brightly
yon his benedictionso politely.
the Pope’s mnle for nothing— the mnle Father scarcely recognized him, he had lighted London drawing-room was do‘By the bed the old m»n, waiting, aat In rigil
true Pope of Yvetot, and an Yvetot of of benedictionsand indulgences.The grown so much taller and larger. It
pad and tender.
ing the honors to a man whom she
'Where his aged wife lay dying; and the twilight Provence, with something shrewd in children must amuse themselves; she must also be confessed that the Pope,
rightly regarded as the star of the ooshadows brown
his laugh, a sprig of sweet majorum in did not trouble herself about them. It on his side, had grown old, and that he
Bbwly from the wall and window chased the
oosion. He came from far-offAmerica,
his barretta, and not the snspioion of was only against Tistet Vedene that could not see well without spectacles.
ennset’a golden splendor
where he had won well-earned lanrels,
Going down.
any favoritism. The only favorite the she bore a grudge. When she felt him
Tistet was not embarrassed.
BT THEBON BBOWX.

A

Hec

good father ever had was his vineyard
—a little place which he had planted
Last between the next world’s sunrise and the himself, three
;h:
leagues from Avignon,
bed-time cares of this),
Bad the o d man. weak and tearful, trembling among the myrtles of Chateaunenf.
*bitnight?M she whispered,waking
spirit seemed
seem to borer

(for her

as he bent above her,
Answered “Yes.”

and he was sure to

behind her, for instance, her hoof

“How! great Holy Father, yon do
itched, and truly there wasjrood reason not recognize me? It is I, Tistet
for it, that good-for-nothing Tistet Vedene.”
played her such wicked tricks. After
“Vedene?"
Every Sunday, when vespers were drinking he was full of snob cruel in
“Why. yes, you know very well— the
over, the worthy man went to look ventions.
one who carried French wine to your

Tire the chllden In?’ she asked him. Could ho after it, and when he was up there, seatDid he not think one day of making her
tell her? All the treasures
ed
in the warm sun, his cardinals mount with him into the belfry of the
Of their household lay In silence many years
stretched about among the tree stnmps, palace, up and up, to the topmost point
beneath the snow;
Bat the heart was with them living, back ho had a flagon of new wine opened, of the building? And what I am tellamong her tods and pleasures
that beautiful rnby wine wliion has ing you is no invention; 200,000 ProLong ago.
ever since been called the Pope’s ChaBad again she called at dew-fall, in the sweet teauneuf,and he drank it in little sips,
old summer wtaiher,
"Where Is little Charley, father? Frank and looking tenderly at his vines. Then,
Robert-havo they come?”
when the flagon was emptied and the
"Uiey are safe,” the old man faltered— "all the
day declining, he returned cheerMly
children are to. ether,
Safe at home.”
to the city, followed by all his chapter,
and when he passed over the bridge of
he murmured gentle sonthinzs,but his

should be mentioned.
The lady took pleasure,therefore, in
presenting him to all her gnests who
were best worth knowing— to this hero
of many battles ; to the anthor of many
mule.”
books; to the pretty girl whose first
“Ah ! yea, yes, I remember. A good volume of poems had just taken the
little boy that Tistet Vedene. And reading world oaptive; to the painter
now, what is it he wants of ns?”
whose picture the Academy had just
“Oh! a trifle, great Holy Father. I bought
have come to ask you— bnt, while I
Fresh from his conversationwith the
think of it, have you got her still— your last of these, the lady saw him coming

it Imagine the terror of
unhappy mnle, when, after having
wound around about for an hour, grop- mnle? And she is well and happy?
ing in a circularstair-case,and climb- Ah, so mnch the better. 1 have come
ing I know not how many step, she to ask yon for the place of the first
found herself suddenly on a platform mustard bearer, who has just died.”
dazzling with light, and a thousand
‘‘First mustard bearer! yon! Bnt
Vign on, in the midst of the tambour- feet below hex saw fantastic Avignon, yon are too young. What is your age ?”
grief grew strong and stronger,
Till It
choked and stilled
him as he hold and ines and the farandoles, his jnuie, ex......
tli:
the market sheds no bigger than hazel
“Twenty years and two months, ilklseed her wrinkled hand,
Barber soul, far out of hearing, could his fond- cited by the music, took a little frisky nuts; the Pope’s - soldiersin Jront of lustrious Pontiff; just five years older
est words no longer
amble, while he himself marked the their barrackslike red ants, and
id further than your mule. Ah ! palm of heaven,
Understand.
dance steps with his cap, which greatly down, over a thread of silver, a micro- the good creature ! If you knew how I
QUU the pale lips stammered questions,lulla- scandalized his cardinals, bnt made all scopic little bridge, where they were loved her, that mule, how I have pined
bies and broken vein's,
the people cry: “Ah! what a good dancing, dancing— ah, poor creature! for her in Italy 1 Will yon not allow
Hursery prattle— all the language of a mother’s
Prince! Ah! what a gallant Pope!”
What a fright! All the window panes me to see her?”
loving deeds,
While the midnight round the mourner, left to
Next to his vineyard at Chateaunenf, in the palace shook with the scream
“Yes, my child, you shall see her,”
sorrow’s bitter mercies,
that
which
tho
Pope
loved
most
in
the
which
she
sent
forth.
said
the good Pope, much touched ;
Wrapped its weeds
world was his mule. The good man
“What is the matter ? What are they ‘‘and since you love her so truly, the
There was sMHdcm on the pillow— and the old was passionately fond of his beast.
doing to her?” cried the good Pope, poor beast, I no longer wish that you
man listened lonely—
TUI they led him from tho chamber, with the Every evening before he retired he rushing out on his balcony.
should live so far from her. From this
burden on his bieast,
went to see if her stable was securely
Tistet
Vedene
was
already in the day I attach you to my person in the
Bhr the wife of seventy years, his manhood’s
fastened, or if anything was wanting court-yard, pretending to weep and quality of first mustard bearer. My
early love and ouiy,
Lay at rest.
in her manger, and he neve rose from tear his hair. “Ah, Most Holy Father, carninals will grumble, but so much
"Tare-yon- well," be sobbed, “ray Sarah ;-you the table without having a big bowl of the matter is— it is that your mule- tho worse. I am used to that. Wait
will meet the babes before me;
wine prepared under his own eyes in great heavens! what shall we do? upon us to-morrow after vespers ; we
"ua a little while, for neither can the parting the French fashion, with a quantity of Your mule has climed into the belfry.” will bestow upon you tho insignia of
lung abide,
“All alone?”
-Bad you'd come and call me soon, I know-arid sugar and spices, which he carried to
yonr rank in the presence of our chapBeavcn will restore me
her himself, in spite of the remarks of
“Yes, Most Holy Father, all alone. ter, and then I will take you to see tho
To your side."
cardinals. It must be acknowledged See, look at her up there. Do yon see mule, and you shall come out to the
It was even so: Tho spring-time,in tho stops that the creature was worth the trouble. the end of her ears move? You might vineyard with ns both. Well! well!
of winter treading,
She was a beautiful black mule, spotted think they were two swallows.”
That is all!”
Scarcely shed Its orchard-blossoms,ere the old
with red, with a sure foot, shining coat,
msn closed his eyes,
“Bless me!” said the poor Pope,
If Tistet Vedene was pleased when
Bad they hi riid him by Sarah—nnd they had crupper broad and fiat — carrying raising his eyes. “She has gone crazy
he left the grand hall it is not necestheir "diamond wedding,”
proudly her sharp little head, all har- She will kill herself! WTill you come sary to tell yon with what impatience
In the skits.
—Youth's Companion.
nessed with pompons, like silver bells down, unhappy creature?”
he awaited tho ceremony of the next
ane ear-knots. She was more sweet
Confusion T She would have asked day. Nevertheless, there was one in
tempered than an angel, with a quick nothing hotter than to come down, but the palace still more happy and more
eye, and two long ears always in motion, how? The stair-case? It was not to impatientthan he; this was the mule.
The Pope’s Mule.
which gave her a good-natured air. bethought of! Such things as that From tho return of Vedene up to vesOf all the pretty sayings, proverbs All Vignon respected her, and when can be mounted, bnt os for coming pers of the following day the terrible
Bnd adages with which onr Provence she went out on tho streets there were down ! Yon would have a chance to animal never ceased devouring oats and
peasants embroider their discourse, I no courtesies which she did not reoeive. break your legs a hundred times. The striking against the wall with her hind
know none more picturesque or singu- for every one kenow that this was the poor mulo was desperate, and while feet.
lar than this: For fifteen leagues surest way to stand well at coufrt, and her big eyes, full of vertigo, were rovAnd then, the next day, when vespers
around my mill, whenever they speak that with her innocent air the Pope's ing over the platform,she thought of were said, Tistet Vedene made his ena vindictive, spiteful man, they say : mule had led more than one person to Tistet Vedene.
trance into the court of the papal pal“Distrust that man ! He is like the fortune— Tiatet Vedene and his won“Ah, vagabond, if I escape, what a ace. All the dignitaries of the church
Pope’s mule, that kept her kick for deful adventure for example.
were there— the cardinals, in red robes,
kick to-morrow morning 1”
aeven years.”
This Tistet Vedene was, in the beThis idea of a kick gave her a little the advocates of the devil in black velI have tried for a long time to' find ginning, a saucy boy, whom his father
strength in her legs, without that she vet, the abbots of the monasteries with
«mfc whence this proverb could have Guy Vedene, the gold chaser, had been would never have been able to support their little mitres, the church wardens
came, what this papal mule and this forced to tnrn out of his house because herself. At last they came to take her of St Agricol, tho violet capes of the
kick kept for seven years might be. No he would not work and led astray the down from her elevation bnt it waa a household, the lesser clergy also, the
-one has been able to give me any infor- apprentices. For six months he was terrible piece of business. It was ne- soldiers of the Pope in full uniform, the
mation on tile subject, not even Francet to be seen dragging his jacket through cessary to lower her by a great ma- three fraternities of penitents, the herMamai, my fifer, who has all the all the gutters of Avignon, but chiefiy chine, with cords and a handbarrow. mits of Mount Ventoux with that feroProvencal legends at the ends of his in the neighborhood of the papal pal- And think what a humiliation forlhe cious mien, and the little clerk who
.fingers. Franoet thinks, as I do, that ace, for the sly fellow had for a long mnle of a Pope to see herself suspended goes behind carrying the bell; ‘the
there must be some old chronicleof the time had his designs on the Pope's at this height, swimming with her feet flagellant brothers naked to tho waist,
Avignon country regarding it; but he mnle, and yon shall see how cunning in the empty air, like a beetle at the the gray-headed sacristans in judges*
mover heard anything more than the they were. One day when his holiness end of a thread! And all Avignon robes; all, all, even to the givers of
proverb.
holy water, tho person who lights the
was riding alone with his beast under looking at her
“You will find that only in the Grass- the ramparts, behold my Tistet, who
The unhappy beast did not sleep all tapers, and the person who extinguishes
ImppeFs Library,” said the old fifer, draws near, and says to him, clasping night. She seemed to be always tam- them, there was not one wanting. Ah
laughing.
his hands with a look of admiration
ing round on that accursed platform, that was a beautiful spectacle ! Bells,
The idea seemed good, and as the “Ah,’ heavens ! Most Holy Father, what with the laughter of the people below. crackers,sunshine, music, and through
Grasshopper’sLibrary is fight at my a fine mule yon have there ! Allow me Then she thought of the wicked Tistet it all the furious tambourines which
door, I went and shut myself up in it to look at her a moment. Ah! my Pope, Vedene and of the lovely blow with her led the dance below on the bridge of
vencals saw
the

>

‘

!

!

!

:

lor a week.

mule. The Emperor heel that she was going to fling at him Avignon.
When Vedene appeared in the midst
It is a wonderful library, beautifully of Germany has not her equal.” And to-morrow. Ah! my friends, what a
arranged, open to poets day and night, he caressed her, and he spoke gently to blow of the heel 1 They should see the of the assembly, his fine presence and
and tended by little librarians with her as to a young lady : “Come here, dust from Pampaluna. Now, while his dignified bearing caused a murmur
•cvmbals, who make music for you all my jewel, my treasure, my fine pearl.” this beautifulreceptionwas preparing of admiration to run through the crowd.
the time. I passed several delicious And the good Pope, greatly pleased, for him at the stable, do you know He was a magnificent Provencal of the
•days there; and after a week of re- said to himself : “What a good little what Tistet Vendene was doing? He blonde variety, with thick locks curled
•arches — on my back — I ended by dis- fellow ! How nice he is with my mnle. ” was descending the Rhone, singing on to the end, and a soft little beard,
•aovering what I wished, that is to say, And then do yon know what happened a papal galley, on his way to the court which seemed to be made from the
tke history of my. mule,
of this the next day? Tistet Vedene ex- of Naples, with the troop of young no- shavings of fine metal that fell from the
_____ and
_____
famous kic
kiwi"
which was kept for seven changed his old yellow jacket for a bles sent every year by the city to be burin of his father, the gold graver.
what

a beautiful

•

_

•ars.

*

'

although a beautiful surplice of lace, a cape of viogoing to tell it let silk, and buckled shoes, and he enAo you as I read it yesterday morning tered the household of the Pope, into
im the manuscript,stained by time, which no one had been received before
‘•selling with the sweet odor of dry bnt'the sons of the noblemen and the
lavender, and with great spiders’ webs nephews of cardinals. There you see
-for book marks.
what intrigue can
But Tistet did
He has seen nothing who never saw not stop hare.
Avignon in the time of the Popes.
Once in the service of the Pope, the
There never was a city like it for scamp continued the game which had
B^ety, life, animation, festivals. From succeeded so well. Insolent to every
•orning to evening there were proces- one else, he had attention and services
aions, pilgrimages,streets strewn with for the mnle alone, and he was always
dowers and hung with tapestries; car- to be met in the court-yard of the
- dinals arriving by the Rhone, banners palace with a handful of oats or a bunfioating on the wind, galleys dressed dle of clover, whose pink clusters he
writh flags, the Pope’s soldiers singing shook gently as he looked np at the
lo Latin on the squares, the rattles of balcony of tho Holy Father as mnch as
fhe mendicant friars; then from one to say; “Ha! who is that for?” So
• and to the other, noisy houses which that at last the good Pope, who felt
- crowded around the great papal palace himself growing old, ended by intrust. like bees around a hive. There was, ing to him the duty of watching over
keaides, the tio-taoof the laoe-makcrs, the stable, and carrying to the mule
•the come-and-go of shuttles weaving her bowl of wine prepared in French
' tile gold of the chasubles,the little
fashion, which did not make the cardivWmmers of the silver-smithmaking nal laugh at
1
TBHels, the trying of sonnding boards
Nor the mnle neither — this did not
at the instrument-makers, the songs of make her langh. For, when the time
tbe loom tenders, from above the sound for her wine came, she always saw five
•mi bells, and always from below the or six little clerks of the household asThe storr

is pretty,

little simple, and I

am

da

'the city streets were too narrow for the Tistet Vedone appeared, carefully carJacandole,fifers, and tambonrino rying the bowl of spiced wine. Then
players posted themselves on the bridge the torture of the poor beast began.
af Avignon, in the fresh breeze of the
This perfumed wine which she so
Bhono, and day and night the people loved, which warmed her, which gave
danced, the people danced— ah ! happy her wings, they had the cruelty to bring
>! happy city. Halberds which it to her there in the manger, to make
-would not cut, state prisons where they her smell it; then, when her nostrils
jmt the wine to cool! No poverty.no were full of it— presto! the beautiful
war! That is the way that the Popes liquor, with its pink fiame, all went
-of theComtat governed their people; down the throats of these rogues. If
that it why their people have always so only they had done nothing worse than
regretted them.
steal ber wine! Bnt they were like
There a
was one above all, a good old devils,1»11 these little clerks, when they
‘•attn called Bon ilace. Ah! how many had taken a drink. One pulled her
T tears were shed for him in At gnon
ears, another her tail; Qniquet climbed
ween he died. He was such an amiable, on her back, Beluqnet tried his eap on
aooh a handsome prince ; he smiled at her, and notone of these rascals thought
you so pleasantlyfrom his male's back, that with a jsrk of her back or a fling
nod when yon passed near him— wheth- of her heels, the brave beast could

,

Queen Joan for The story ran that in this blonde beard
diplomacy and the fingers of Queen Joan had sometimes played and the Sieur do Vedene
good manners. Titset was not of noble
had in° truth the haughty air and the
birth, but the Pope wished to reward
absent glance of men whom queens
him for the care which he had bestowed
upon his mnle, and especially for the have loved. This day, in order to do
honor to his own people, he had reactivity which he had exhibited on the
placed his Neapolitangarments by a
day of her rescue.
jacket bound with pink, in Provencal
Ah, how disappointed the mule was fashion, and on his hood waved a large
the next day ! “Ah, the villain1 He feather of the ibis of Camargues.
suspected something!”she thought,
Immediatelyon entering, the first
ihakii
ing her little bells with fury. mustard bearer saluted
-with
th a gallant
“Bnt it is all the same. Go, yon knave ? air and turned toward the high steps,
Yon will And your kick when yon come where tho Pope awaited him to deliver
back. I keep it for yon. And she kept it to him the insignia of his rank, a yellow
After the departureof Tistet the wooden spoon and a saffron cloak. The
Pope's mnle resumed her tranquil mule was at the foot of the stairs, all
method of life, and her former behavior. harnessed and ready to start for the
There was no more Quiquet, no more vineyard. As ho passed near her Tistet
Belnqnet in the stable. The happy Vedene smiled gently, and slopped to
days of spiced wine and French fashion give her two or three friendly
little taps
were once again, and with them the
on the back, looking out of the corner
good humor, the long siestas, and the
of his eye to see if the Pope noticed it
little gavotto dancing step when she
The position was a good one. The
passed over the bndge of Avignon. mnle made a sudden movement “Wait!
under the

influence of
the sake of practice in

...

*

.........

towards her with a look on his face like
Oliver asking for more.
“Who is it?” she said, smibng. “I
want you to see every one you would
like to meet, but I think I have shown
you all my great guns.”
“But it is the little guns I want to
see now,” he answered, returningher
smile. “You’ve been showing me the
prosperous people, whom everybody
vi seeking, and they’ve given me
my share of pleasure.Now, if youll
let me, I want to give pleasure to someIsn’t there somebody here who
isn’t having a good time? If there’s

body.

any one

whom nobody

else

want to

care to talk to, I

seems

to

see that per-

son.”

And she gave him his will. There
every garden, and

are wall-flowersin

the hostess sought thorn out for him.
That elderly woman, a little deaf,
had her whole evening made pleasant
by her quartor-of-an-honr’stalk with
tue distinguished-looking man who
talked so distinctly and made himself
so agreeable.~
That shy girl, who felt herself nobody, because, in the midst of a society
made up of celebrities,she neither
painted pictures, nor sang songs, nor
wrote poems, went home happy through
the kind gentility of this man, who
made her feel that she had something
to say worth his bearing.

And that old gentleman, with

his

hobby-horse, how he did enjoy mounting it and prancing away before this
kind observer from over the seas!
It was a little thing, you say, which
this man did. Yes, bnt in it was all
the diflerence between selfishnessand
unselfishness ; and since we live with our
fellows, and not in a hermitage, it is in
society that we must show what manner of spirit we are ot.— Youth's Com-

panion.
Facts About Silkworms.
The ideas of tho ancients upon the
subject of the origin of silk were very
vague, some supposing it to be the entrails of a spider, which fattened for
yeursnponpaste, at length burst, bringing forth its silken treasure; others
that it was spun by a hideous horned
grub in hard nests of clay— ideas which
wore not dispelled till the sixth century, when the first silkworms reached
Constantinople, introduced and cultivated, like many other benefits, by the
wandering monks. From thence they
were soon imported into Italy, which
for a long period remained the headquarters of tho European silk trade,
until Henry IV. of France, seeing that
mulberry trees were as plentiful in his
southern provinces as in Italy, introUk
duoed silk-worm
culture with great
sneoess. Kirkby mentions the following interesting extract from the Courier de Lyon, 1846, as showing the extraordinary quantity of silk there annually consumed at that period : “Raw
silk annually consumed there 1,000,000
of kilogrammes, equal to 2,205,714
pounds English, on whioh the waste in
manufacturingis 5 per cent. As onr
cocoons produce one graine (grain) of
silk, 4,000,000,000of cocoons are annually consumed, making the number
of caterpillars reared (including the
average allowance for caterpillars
dying, bad cocoons, and those kept for
eggs), 4,292,400,000.The length of the
silk of one cocoon averages 500 meters
(1,526 feet English),so that the lenght
of the total quantity of silk spun in
Lyons is 6,500,000,000,000 (or six and a
half trillions)of English feet, equal to
fourteen times the mean radius of the
earth’s orbit, or 5,495 times the mean
radius of the moon’s orbit, or 52,505
times the equatorial circumference of
the earth, or 200,000 times the circum-

ference of the moon.”— Land and
Water.
Neatness.

r

A girl’s every day toilet is a part of
her character. The maiden who is
slovenly in the morning is not to be
trusted, however fine she may look in
Nevertheless,after her adventures there
Take that, wretch I Seven years a have the evening. No matter how humble
was always a little coldness toward her I kept it for yon!” And she gave him a your room may bo, there are eight
•*SS S
a ••
in the city. There were whispers as
blow with her heel so terrible that the things it should contain; a mirror,
she passed on her way; the old people
dnst of it could be seen even from Pam- washstand, water, soap, towel, hair, nail
shook their heads the childrenlaughed poluna— a whirlwind of blonde dnst, and tooth brushes. These are just as
fambonrinessonnding in the direction semble, who crowded among the straw and pointed to the belfry. The good
essential to yonr breakfast, before which
mi the bridge. For with ns, when the with their capes and laces ; then, after Pope himself had no longer such con- through which fluttered an ibis feather,
all that remained of the unfortunate you should make good use of them.
people are happy they must dance, a moment, a nice warm smell of bnrned fldence in his friend, and, if he allowed
Tistet V edene.
Parents who fail to provide their chilThey must dance; and as at this time sugar and spices filled the stable, and himself to take a little nap on her back
A blow from a mule’s heel is not gen- dren with such appliances, not only

all

•

be known to and
whom his name

welcomed by all to

US

•

a

•

.

;

on Sunday when returning from the erally so terrible, but this was a papal
vineyard,he had always a hidden fancy mule; and then, think of it! she had
—“Suppose I should wake np above kept it for seven years ! There is no
there on the platform !” The mnle saw
more perfect example of ecclesiastical
this, and she suffered from it without
rancor.— French of Alphonso DaudeL
saying anything, only when Tistet
Vedene’s name was pronunced before
Why They Practiced.
her, her long ears trembled, and with a
A couple of Vassar girls were found
little langh she sharpened the iron of
by a professorfencing with broomsticks
her hoofs on the pavement.
in a gymnasium. He reminded them
Seven years passed thus; then, at the
that such an accomplishmentwould
end of these years, Tistet Vedene renot eid them in securing husbands. “It
turned from the court of Naples. His
will help ns in keeping them in,” retime there was notyet expired, bnt he
plied one of the giria.— Exchange.
had learned that the first mustard-bearer of the Pope had suddenly died at
Ik a few years a buffalo robe will be
Avignon, and as the place seemed to curiosity. The relentless destruction
him desirable, he had come in great of these wild cattle of the plains has
haste to place himself among the oom been inhrnan,
unhai and beyond the name of
petitor*.

sport

make a mistake but commit a sin of
omission. Look tidy in the morning,
and after the dinner work is over improve yonr toilet Make it a rule of
your daily life to “dress np* for the
afternoon. Yonr dress may, or need
not be, anvthing better than calico; but
with a ribbon or flower, or some bit of
ornament, you can have an air of selfrespect and satisfaction,that invariably
cornea with being well dressed. A girl
with sensibilities cannot help feeling
embarrassed and awkward in a ragged,
ditty dress, with her hair unkempt, if a
stranger or neighbor should come in.
Moreover, yonr self-respect should demand decent apparellingfor yonr body.
Yon should make a point to Ipok as
well as you can, even if yon know nobody will see you but yourself.

A Remarkable Structure.
The new Cathedral of St Savior, at
Moscow, ia a remarkable structure. It
was built to commemorate the departure of the French army from Moscow.
Three months after the retreat of the
French a decree ordering the building
of a memorial temple was issued by
Alexander L Plans were promptly

Among animalo we

weighs 26 tons. The whole edifice is
faced with marble, the doors are of
bronze, ornamented with Biblical sub-

oak. The principal entrance is 30 feet high and 18 feet
broad. Two of the doors weigh 13
tons, and the total cost of all the doors
was £62,000. The building is erected
in the form of a Greek cross. The
walls are adorned with frescoes illus
trating the chief events in the history
of the Russian Church. The total cost
of the marble in the building exceeded
£300,000. The galleries contain 36
windows, and the cupolas 16, all double,
with frames of bronze. Round the
cupola is one row of 640 candelabra,
which cost £27,000, and a second row
of 600, costing £12,000. There are four
lusters, weighing four tons each. The
total number of candles to lie lighted
throughoutthe building is upward of
3,000. The cost of materials and workmanship, aside from the altar space,
was £36,000. Throughoutthe building
are many of the most remarkable paintings produced by Russian artists. The
whole cost of the structureis placed at
two and a quarter millionsof pounds
sterling, and it is said to be capable of
containing 10,000 worshipers. —Toronto Globe.

found

it to range in the monkeys from
as 1 to 22, 34 and 2b; in the dolphin it-

was as 1 to 36; in the cat as 1 to 94;
in the rat as 1 to 130; in the fox as 1*
to 205; in the dog as 1 to 305; in the
sheep as 1 to 351 ; in the horse as 1 to
700; and in the ox as 1 to 750. The
mean for the class of mammals* exclusive of man, was as 1 to 186. My own
observations accord very closely with
those of Leuret. I found that iu the
prairie wolf the proportion between the
brain and the body was as 1 to 220; .in
the wildcat as 1 to 158; and in the rat
as 1 to 182.
If these figures teach anything at all,
is that there is nd definite relation ex-

it

WwwiiHIWftsiMf*

Hun

isting between the intelligenceof ani-

mals and

the absolute or relative size
of the brain. It is true that, taking the
data collected by Leuret as the basis,

household.
Human

mond, in

Why He Wag

—Texas
• • *
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Tbe worst pile tumors cured in ten
days, rupture In one month. Pamphlet two
(3o.) stamps. World’s Dispensary Medical A»
sedation, Buffalo,N. Y.
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Nervous Weakness. Dyspepsia, Sexual Debility, cured by "Wells’ Health Renewer.” $1.

Is

It is hard to run a

I
COW

personal
Tells how
gives

If afflictedwith Sore Eyes, use Dr. Isaac
Thompson’s Eye Water. Druggists sell It. 25c

seoM»

Or paraona of any professionwho contemplate osMte
liahlngnewspaper printing offices In Nebraska
Dakota ahould communicatewith The Sioux
NewipapebUjmon, No. aw Douglaa afreet. Stews

Tb« Buyers’ Quids is issued Bept
and March, each year: 224 pages, 84x11}
inches,with over 8,300 illustrations—
a whole picture gallery. Gives wholesale
prices direct to coniumcrt on all goods for

Roughen Pain. "-Quick cure, Cramps,Neural gla.Rheuniatlgm, Aches, Pains, Sprains, Headache.

;

PRINTERS

ALL DISEASES OF THE

Ly.iia E. Pinkham’sVegetable Compound
to bo had at tho nearest drug store for a
dollar. It Is not claimed that this remedy
will euro every disease under the sun; but
that it docs nil that it claims to do, thousands
of good women know and declare.

value than any

MASON A HAMUN ORCTaN AND PIANO CO.

Why

tors. For over a third of a century It has been
the theme of constantand grateful acknowledgments from those whom It has cured or protected from disease, from medical men who have
watched its effectsand adopted It, and from a
host of other sources. A noticeable concurrence
In this mass of testimony as to the thoroughness of Its effectsIs observable.This point specially commends itself to the consideration of
personsafflicted with obstinate forms of the
maladies to which it is adapted,against which
ordinaryremedieshave proved unavailing.Fever and ague, chronic constipation and dyspepsia long and increasing debility,confirmedbiliousness. and rheumatism are among the forms
of disease which most frequently defy medication. and to the eradicationof these maladies

greater

tune. UfoKtratedCatalogue*free.

s
a

Sore Throat, Hoarseness.

^

For Cash, Isay PaymeMs or Rented.

the ayetem. ________

mat, slss
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Only American Organa Awarded sooh at aawL.

rwtorsd.The Uver to eleuead of aU
and the Boweta move Seely and healthfully
In this Way the wont dfaaaaaaare

vjat is claimed for it. It will not statu the
most delicate fabric and is delightfully perfumed.

IK IMPAIRED NERVE FUNCTION.
Dr. C. A. Fernald, Boston, Mass., says: “I
have used it in cases of Impaired nerve function, with beneficialresults, especiallyin
eases whore the system is affected by the
toxic action of tobacoo."

HAMLIN
^ ORGANS
M,9HE,Hi.®.VAViA7iaf yTSS^ “
MASON

but efficient,
hurmleeein aU
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Add Phosphate,

'FINALS P01

"Kidney-Wort
moat Buoooeefulremedy
over used." Dr. P. O. Dalloo, Jfonkton,Vt.
"Eidnay-Worfia always reliable."
Dr. SL *. Clark, Sa^ Kero, Vt.
"Kidney -Wort hu cured mywlft after two years
uffbring." Dr. O.M. Summerlin, Bun mil. On.

Calves.

species of blood
poisoning,that Is, the blood of tho victim is

_

PINKHAM’S • •

PHYSICIUSEIlDllBStlTHEAHTILY.l
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AND BLOOD DISEASES

:

A New Game of Whist.

Harmless

to the

moat Delicate I

Will Yon Diet?

BcovlU’8 Sarsaparilla,
or Blood and Liver

By

It*

faithful nao

CUBED

Syrup, for the cure of scrofuloustaint, rhou

CONSUMPTIONHAS BEEN

when other Remedie**nd Phy*ld*n*
have failed to effect s cure.

matlsm, white swelling,gout, goitre, con-

Jeremiah WRioHT.of Marion County,W.V*., writes
ns that hi-* wife had PulmonabtConhumptiok.and
was pronouncedisruruni.K by their phyaiclan,when
the use of Allen’s Lung Balaam entirelt cubed
ria. and all diseases arisingfrom an Impure
her. He write* that he and his neighbor* think it
condition of tho blood. Certificates can be tho best medicine in tho world.
„
Wm. crbioots, Merchantof Bowling Green. Va..
presentedfrom many leading physicians, write*.
April 4th. 1881. that he want* us to knnwUiat
ministers,and the heads of families through- thaLuKo Balsam ham Cured his Mother or Conafter the physician had given her up aa
out the land, indorsing ScoviU’s Blood and sumption,
inourable. He »ays others knowing her case have
Liver Syrup. We are constantlyin receipt of taken the Balaam and tieen cured ; he thinks ail so
afflictedshould give it a
..
certificates of cures from the most reliable
Meredith, DenUtt of Cincinnati, waa thought
sources, and we recommend it as the best toDb.
be in the last Htageb or Consumption,and was
known remedy for the cure of 'the above dls- inducedby hla friend# to try Allen’" Lwyr Balaam
after the formula was shown him. We have Id# letter
eases.
that It at onco cured his cough- and that he waa able
to resume his practice.
Young Men, Read This.

sumption, bronchitis, nervous debility, mala-

V aiuabie

<

editors.

„ „

A Philadelphia bachelor Las taught
some of his friends at Saratoga a game
of whist, which I believe will be new
to most people in this country, as it was
to me, which can be played by only
two persons,and without the usual The Voltaic Belt Go., of Marshall, Mich.,
to send their oelebratodRlectbo- Volmode of dummy playing. He was offer
taic Belt and other Electric Appliances
taught it by Max Strakosch, the im- on trial for thirty days, to men (young or

trial.

4 Farts, 38 Chapter*, 038 Fag**, 300 Illustration*,

..

m™.-

__ _ ___
__
-any agent*take BO

an*

—

____ jerwrue*. isoiutnen
or 100 at cnoe, at special rates ----------

FREE-t.SSSfiKSf.W.fS?.
Hl'KRiY BILL PCI.

a weu-anown ciuzeu. wuu uau uvch •umi™
Bronchitisin it# wor«t form for twelve year#. The
Lung Balaam cured him, as it haa mauy others, of

Eut

CO., Ill (I.)

18th 8L,

lew

Tut

Bronchitis.

summer on a

railroad old; afflicted with nervous debility, loss of
vitality and manhood, and all kindred troutrain.
Also for rheumatism,neuralgia, paThe game is only for five points bles.
ralysis, and many other diseases. Complete
(honors,of course, are not counted), lo -torationto health, vigor, and manhood
and four hands are dealt and a trump guaranteed.No risk is incurred, as thirty
trial is allowed. Write them at once
turned. Each player on looking, at his days’
for illustrated pamphlet, free.
hand must decide whether to retain it
A Blood Purifier.
or exchange it for that of the dummy.
As a blood purifier the Compound Oxygen
Neither of the dummy hands is exposed, but that on the left of each Treatment of Drs. Starkey 4 Falen, 110a Girard st, Phils., has no equal It is taken by
player can be exchanged for his own. inhalation, and gives a larger supply of oxyThe non-dealer must speak first as to gen to the lungs than is containedin common
his intentions in regard to such an ex- air, and so rapidly purifiefl the blood and vitalchange, and then the dealer must de- ires the whole system. Write for a Treatise
on Compound Oxygen. It will be sent free.
cide, bat if he takes the unseen hand
"Put up” at the Gault House.
he must give up the trump card which
The business man or tourist will find firstwould belong in his own hand if he retained that dealt him, whatever the de- class accommodations at the low price of $2
and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, Chicacision of either, but which continuesto go, corner Clintonand Madison streets. This
be the trump.
far-famed hotel Is located In tho center of tho
The non-dealerleads, as in other city, only one block from the Union Depot.
games of whist, and the rule is to lead Elevator; all appointments first-class.
H. W. Hott. Proprietor.
the highest card in his longest and
strongest suit, even if it be the knave, For Relieving Throat Trouble* and Cough*
for where there are two unused hands "JJnmcn’a BronehfOl Troclus'^have a worldof course there are only twenty-six wide reputation.Sold only in boxes. Price 25
cards in play, and it may easily be that cents.
Since last October I have suffered from
his opponent will not have the higher
acute inflammation in my nose and head—
cards of that suit. When the Pnila- often In the night having to get up and indelphian asked Mr. Strakosch how and hale salt and water for relief. My eye has
where he learned this game of whist, been, fora week at a time, so I could not see.
he said : “Oh, in Paris, of course. I 1 have used no end of remedies,also employed a doctor,who said it was impure blood—
learned it from a very rich banker, who, but I got no help. I used Ely’s Cream Balm
like many other nob men, ,can nd on the recommendation of a friend. I
longer walk. He amuses himself with was faithless, but In a few days was cured.
My nose now, and also my eye, is well. It is
this style of whist and has the prettiest
wonderful how quick it helped me. Mrs.
girl in all Paris to play with him.*— Georgia 8. Jcdson, Hartford, Conn. Easy
Miss Grundy, in New York Graphic. to use. Price 50 cent*.
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CONSTIPATION.

..... ......

the battle of permeated by unhealthy and obstructive
Dottingen, was standing qmtef near a acids that penetrate the entire system, and
give rise to those racking pains that make
drummer boy whose brains were dashed life a burden. Tho reason that Athlophoros
out by a cannon ball. His lordship Is so successfulIn deallnx with this disease Is
gazed on the horrible spectacle for that It at once destroys tho cause. Price, SI
per bottle. If your druggist hasn’t It, send
some moments in silence. At last an to Athlophoros Co., 112 Wall 8t, N. Y.
old officerspoke up and said
“Why is your lordship surnrised? Stinging Irritation, Inflammation, all Kidney A
UrinaryComplaints, cured by“Buolm-Palba. $1.
Such things must happen in war.”
“I know it,” was the reply; "but
Wi caq assure any person having a bald head
• troubled with dandruffthat Carboline, a
what astonishes me is that a boy with
sodorized extract of petroleum,will do all
so much brains should be here at all.”

Lord Townshend,

LYDIA

LIVER COMPLAIN

Rheumatismis clearly n

Surprised.

Stomach Bitters over disease are almost dally received by Its proprie-

presario,last

KIDNEY DISEA

_

Popular _Science Monthly. 25o;forCoughs,Colds,

•

•••isAPosinvi01
in those palnfal .
•aal WeakiMaeaaa

TUB
8URB CURE
—
»OR

being allowed to run at largo In society pastures.” ‘ Nlno*tenthsof tho chronicor lingering diseases of to day originate in Impure
blood, liver complaint, or biliousness, resulting In scrofula,consumption*-(which is but
scrofulaof tho lungs), sores, ulcers, skin diseases and kiodred affections.Dr. Pierce's
"Golden Medical Discovery" cures all those.
Of druggists.
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VEQETABLE COMPOUNB

there is a well-definedrelation between
What is the easiest and best way to exthe mental development and the brain, pand the chest? By having a good heart
as regards the several classes of verte- in It.
Important.
brate animals ; for in fishes, the lowest,
When you visit or leave New York City,
the brain is but l-5668th part of the
body; in reptiles, the next highest, it save Baggage Exuressagcand Carriage Hire, and
stay at the Grana Union Hotel, oppositeGrand
is l-1321st part; in birds, next in the CentralDepot: aoo elegant rooms fittedup at a
ascending scale, it is l-212th part; and cost of one milliondollars, reduced to $1 and
upwards per day. European plan. Elevator,
in mammals, the highest of all, l-186th Bestaurantsuppliedwith the best. Horse cabs
part. There is, therefore, beginning tage.and elevated railroad to all depots. Famiwith the lowest class, a regular ascent lies can live better for less money at the Grand
Union than at any first-classhotel In the city.
in the volume of the brain till it reaches
"Rough on Coughs," Troches, 15c; Liquid,
the maximum in mammals.— Dr. Ham-

by Hostetler's
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An exchange says: "Nine-tenths of tho
unhappy marriages result from human calves

Is a lady’s foot like a locomotivs?
Because it moves In advance of a train.

the Bitters Is speciallysuited. It
and agreeable.

•eeeasaneeeenaeaeaa•#••••»

Const k Fanny complains at the rld’culous
complalhti of men about crinoline. Why so?
Because they only cover two feet.

'Srxr* of the Victories

Won

—

At least three men on the average Jury are
bound to disagree with the rest Just to show
that they've got minds of their own-; but
there Is no disagreement among the .women
as to the merits of Dr. P.'orco's "FnrcHte iYeSsripUyn.V They. are all unanimous lu pro<nounc‘hg it tho best remedy in the world for
pH thggojcbroiiio/ diseases weaknesses,and
com pfalnls peculiarto their sex. It transforms the pale, ha/gard, dispirited woman
into one of sparkling health, and the ringing
laugh again "reigns supremo" in the happy

find a still greater

increase in the weight of the brain as
compared with that of the body. Leuret

prepared, but little progress was made
for ten years, although the architect
and building committee during that
period succeeded in expending 4,000,000 rubles, for which they were banished and their estates confiscated. The
Emperor Nicholas adopted new plans
and selected the present site, which
cost upward of £180,000. At the outset a nunnery and 70,000 cubic feet of
earth had to be removed. On the 27th
of July, 1838, the foundation stone was
laid, and for twenty years the building
slowly proceeded. In 1858 the scaffolding, which cost £40,000, was removed.
Yet a quarter of a century more was required to complete the fittings and
decoration. The style is ancient Russian. The five copper cupolas,for the
gilding of which was required 900
pounds of gold, cost £170,000. The
domes are surmounted by crosses, the
center one being 30 feet high and 340
feet from the ground. The largest bell

jects and lined with

^
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Mensman’b Peptoxiwd beev Tonic, the
Thb new Upright Pianos of Mason 4 Ham- only preparation of beef containing its enarc highly praised by good Judges. They tire nutritiousproperties. It contains bloodand life-sustaining
possessa lednement of musical tone which making, foros-genersting,
charms the connoisseur and all who hear it. properties:Invaluable for indigestion,dysThis Is owing largely to the new system of pepsia, nervous prostration, and aU forms of

mt

Itis tailless to lie

R

contains no

Opium in any form!

Recommendedby Physicians. Minister# and
Nursas. In fact, by everybodywho haa given its

cal and mechanical experts, has enabled
them, after several years of expensive experiments, to produce a piano which bids fair
to do more for their reputation than oven
their famous . organs have accomplished.
Their chief Improvementconsists in securing
the strings by metallic fastenings, insteadof
pins held by friction, which rcndnrs it easy to
put the three strings of each tone exactly in
unison, and thereby produce tones oi wonderful sweetness and purity. Messrs. Mason 4
Hamlin bare made 150,000 cabinet organs.
1 hey can hardly hopo to reach this number
of plnnps, liitt wo

doubt

not. their

new

general debility; also, in all enfeebled conditions, whether the fesult of exhaustion,nervous prostration, over work, or acute disease,
particularly if resulting from pulmonary
complaints. Caswell, Hazard 4 Co., proprietors, New York. Sold by druggists.

Thb Form, Fie'd and Stockman, at Chicago,
Is the loading agriculturalpaperof the country. The publisher is spendingmore labor
and money than ever before to hold the dta
tlnct on the paper has enjoyed for the past
cUbt years, of the largest circulation among
tho bwt people, While it Is agriculturalin
mtmo yet it has a large amount of space in
.each issue for home and "

100,000 wotohoo loot than oott to makt.
[BEAD OUR OFFER: A CHARGE AID BARQACT OF A LIFETIME.

!..

good trial. It Never Falla to Bring Belief.

What all ni
era. A larg#

Call for Allen's Lung Balaam, and »hun the use of
all remedies without merit and an establishedreputation. As an Expectorant It ha* no Equal i

patronage. This aale of advertising )
lliher.NOT TUX MTHOairTtONIto bis
the fdkminghwi^ac^uare^pten to ^MMO0nwrnib#a1te

..m

—
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SOLD BT ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.

tak* Inski* of 60

days

Dollars

b

Address VALENTINE BROW. Janesville.
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100,000 AMERICAN
LEVER WATCHES.
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r AnchorWatch

Is a Key
Leva- Movement.
best material and In the very beet manMK
They are made3 of the beet
oaato insure good time-keepingqualities. TbeCaaee are mod*
of the celebrated
metal known as Aland***;
(•old. This metal has a inffleientamount of goM
in tho compositionto^ve the watch a ^eoul**

The

$5.27

Hand-Book FREE.
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In ordering the watch nation of ten days the watch given
above, which ia sent with each watch.
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a disease of the mu-

cons membrane,it

generallyoriginatesin
the nasal passages and
its stronghead. From
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| along the membranous
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and through
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* other
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R. R.. Topics. Kan., and he will

•end to you F*M» map*, pamphlet*, etc., giving informationabout Land*, Stock-rminjfc Farming, Fruit-growing, Mining, Manufacturing,
etc.,
in Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico. Aroona. Cabforma or Old Mexico, ant!* about the splendid opportunitiesbow -offeredin the Southwest
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double this amount.
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tholr construction. Tho great experience of
Mason & Hamlin in their organ business, with
the aid of their large corps of superior musi-
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A VERY RADICAL CHANGE

{Concluded)
Political Stoxm

"What

“What matters it?” Ooly the fittest survive, end the mao who oaoDOt resist temptation can well be spared. There
in this

fires

-

A

and very

large

fine

HOLLAND, MICH.
stock of

"

world for those who ha?e the

moral stamina
the

only

is

goods at the One-Price Store of

in the stock of

HARRINGTON,

E. J,

is looking over the writer's shoulder,

room

made

has been
who

matters it?” says the cynic

to

F-A-LL

pass unscathedthrough

of fierce temptationor who,

if

once burned, ha?o sense enough to take

H

C L O T

Cr

JST

I

has just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures. We also have a stock of
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the City. ^

care of themsoiTes ever after."

Perhaps the cynic is right. Nevertheless
in the interest of the anxious and weeping

mothers

we would like to see the rum
We would like to see our

shops closed.

political campaigus conducted

by

Ladies are invited to

POWDER

men, and our boys untempted in the very

The

crisis of their lives.

elimination of

this evil factor from the problem of
toward reducing the dangers of our quad
And

minimum.

with all the attendant demor

yet,

Spring Dress Goods, New Style

Absolutely Pure.

nationalpolitics would go a great way
rennial contests to a

and examine our stock of

call

sober

bound to believe that the
summing Up of all these fierce battles
Is for good and not for evil. Ever the
world moves onward toward the colden
age. How much more rapidly it will
move when the prayers of the wives and
mothers of our land have been answered
and the liquor traffic has been paralyzed.
alizationwe are

This powder never varies. A marvel of pnrity,
strength and wholesomenew.More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
competition with the mnltltndeof low test, short
weight, alum or phosphatepowders. Sold in cant.
Rotil Baking Powdir Co., 106 Wall-sU, N. Y.

o

final

HATS AND CAPS.

in an endless

uQ**»vH
•

fan Oort & Beenles,
Successor* to W. C.

Towelings, Table
number

Dress Patterns.
and

Linen, Hosiery, Lace,

Calicos

of styles and designs.

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

MELI8.

COIMIIE EAR/IjY"

are selllnRand keep for sale some very fine

.

of Prints, i

and

GET BEST

BAKG-A-IUSTS

Holland, Mich., Aug. 6th, 1884.
An Editor’s Trioute.

COOKING STOVES,

Thereon P. Keator, Editor sf Ft.
Wayne, Ind., Qautte, writes: “For the
past five years have always used Dr.
King’s New Discovery, for coughs of most

AND RANGES.

severe character, as well as for those of •

milder type. It never fails to effect a

whom I have
of it in same

speedy cure. My frieudi to

A

recommended it speak
high terms. Having been cured by it of
every cough 1 have had for five years, I
consider

it

at

stock of

SPRING AGENTS
HAS- COIhOb!
-

Turrs

G.YAHPOTTEMSONS

DISORDERED LIVER,

and

H.

always on baud.

Walsh's drug store aud get a trial bottle.

have received a large Spring stock

Large size 91.00.

in

of

goods, consisting of

Thb number of letters posted annually
the world is 5,200.000,090.Of these

1,500,000,000 ire posted in the British

We

Prints,

and

Ginghams.
The Cost.— The

salaries of all the

min-

the U. S. are said to amount

six million dollars.

Tbo

to

AL

fees

million. Over

Id all

six

hundred million for

SILK

Chemical Baking

cans

only.

A

Gardem Fannie

Tools.

Outlets of disease are the

ole

G.

and White Lead.

I

can be obtained of ns.

sab?"

I want

You knew

Barbed Fence

am

er

man, an’

am

to© far gone iu dis wort’ fer to tell er He.

r%IE*0

LAUI

TUTTS
KAIR DYE.
Gray Hair or Whiskers changed

instantly to a Glossy Black by a single application of this Dte. Sold by Druggists,
or sent by express on receipt of SI.
Offlce,44 Murray Street, New York.

mrs

MANUAL OF

HI.

USEFUL RECEIPTS FREE.

BOOlsTE,

V

Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.
The oldest established Stable

Wire Jewelry Watches,

COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE, Silnnue, Minn, ui
Gold and

WHIP§, PUMPS,

THE LIGHT RUNNING

On Market

Silver

Street,

Fttcj Hoods.

as cheap,

if

cough.
We promiseprompt and gentlemanlytreatment

A Great Newspaper.

and good bargaina, to all who trade with ns.

The PaU Mail Qautte, of Loudon, Eng-

when

VAN OOBT, * BEEUWKES.
Holland, Mich.. April t,

it

Independent is

1884.

42-

tf

Probate Notice.

“one of the ablest weeklies in existence.”

STATE OF MICHIGAN,
County of OtUwa.
as overwhelmingas a monthly or

I

..

not cheaper

than any party in this city.

1882.BOONR.

%-tf

The largestassortment of

RINGS SEWING MACHINE

FREE!

SIMPLE

ever displayed In this City.

GIVE US A CALL.

in this

purposes, which I will furnish

Watches at Rea-

r>IAMOKTID

GLASS, ETC., ETC.

HEARSE

H.

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND

New York

the city.

with the finest hones and carriagesfor funeral

Holland. July 88th.

land, did not overstate the case

In

near Eighth.

I have the newest and best

sonable Prices.

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

ter think er pow’ful sight ob

Every one has a will and a mind to
many will go about
backlog and coughing until a friend recommends Dr. Boll's Cough Syrup for that

Is

especiallyDyspepsia. Want of Appellte. Indigestion, Lack of Strength, etc.. Its use is marked
with Immediate and womlertulresults. MOHCt,
muscles aud nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind aud supplies liralu Power.
a
Bufferingtrom all complaints
119 peculiar to their sex will And In
DR. HARTER'S IRON TONIC a safe amt apcedjr
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
1*6 strongest testimony to the value of DR«
HA-tTKK'sIROK Tonic Is that frequent attempts
at counterfeitinghave only added to the popularity of the original. Ifyou earnestlydesire healtli
do not experiment—get the Original and Bkst.
4 Send roar addrwttoTbeDr.Harter Med- Co.
Bt. Louis, Mo., for our "DREAM BOOK."!
\Fallof strangeand useful Information,free.^
Dr. Harter's Iron Tonic it for Sale by AU

-Dealer in-

think for himself, yet

It

Ionic,

city,

sah, his po* ole grao'fadder and gran’

said that The

27. 1884.

h

BLOOD, regulate
the LIVER and KIDNEYS, and Kistohi ilia
HEALTH and VIGOR of YOUTH! In all those
diseases requiring acertaln and efflclenTONIC,
purity and enrich the

DIAMONDS,

I nebber seed young George, but Lor1,
mudder yuse
me, boas."

keep all kinds of

years tnd never

1’se an hones' ole

Holland. Mich.. March

Barter's

acne, nauneas alter eatlnf . aversionto
exertionof body or mind. ErneUtlon
of foody Irritability of temper, Low
spirits.
feeling of hawing neglected
some duty, Diuiiaess, Flutte ring art the
Heart. Dots before the eyee, highly colored Urine, COffSTIPATIOlfTand demand the use of a remedy that acts directly
on the Liver. AaaLlver medicine TUTT’B
PILLS have no equal. Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin is also prompt ; removing
all impurities through these threo '* scaw
sogers of tbo system,** producing appetite, sound digestion, regularstools, a clear
skin and a vigorous body. TUTTS PILLS
cause no nausea or griping nrr interfere
with daily work and are a perfect

S-U
We

f

saw George Washington?” “Daf
boss.

fir,

ACTS REGARDING

and MALARIA.

From these sources arise three-fourthsol
the diseases of the human race. These

George

"No, sah; I
him.” “What l You lived

in Virginia ninety-eight

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Otto Breyman

Varginny an' libbed dar

Washington, of course

fac’

Tull stock of

always on hand.

yo’ ter assii* me a littledii mawnin', boss,

uebber seed

’

GiROCER/IES

The best of

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

man.

moa' on to ninety-eight year, in'

ef yo’ pleas,

NECKWEAR

with the best blood puri-

in. "Boss," be said, ‘Tse an
ole

GENTS’
A

leeble old darkey struggled painfully

was bo’n in

f

AND COTTONI

v

fying tonic, Burdock Blood Bitters.

,T
It will

bowels, the skin and the kidneys. Regulate their action

Hamburg Edgings.

<1TONIC

LADIES’ AND BESTS’ HAHDKERCHIEFS,

to-

Powder only aixty cents per pound. Try
itl Test lit sold in

Corsets.

hundred million for

liquor, 'aud DeLaod'a

£ IRON
TRUE

shades.

of the lawyers thirty-five

bacco, fourteen

The Three

Hosiery.

cost of support-

ing the dogs of the country is sevonty mil-

lion. The

ABA STINE

TORPID BOWELS,

THE ONLY

Dress Goods.
Cottons.
Tickings.
Faint 1 Calcimine Brushes
have a large assortment of

Empire.

isters of

PILLS

JIS,

the only reliable and sure cure

for coughs, colds, etc.” Call

large

wanted for The Llvea of all the
Presidentsof the U. S. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice our
price. The fastestselling book In America. Immense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want It. Any one can become a successful agent
Terms free. Hallkt Book Co.. Portland. Malae.

RELUBLE SELF-CURE.
A

favorite preeeription of one of tbs
moat noted and

• I also keep on'band a large assortmentof

i

SPECTACLES

*

—and

AMrms

DR.

WARD

A CO., Louisians, Mo.

a—

JAS.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.

HUNTLEY,

All

At a seasion of the ProbateCourt of the county
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate office. In the city
I am prepared to do repairing; and engraving
its
departments.
monthly of Grand Baven In said county, on Mond&y, the
twenty-ninth day of
of September,in
it tha year one
promptly and In the best manner.
thousand
eight
hundred
ad
red
and
eighty-four.
eightyPresent,
might indeed be prond if it could show as
Samuel L Tate, Judgvdr
idgtrbf~
Probate. in the matter
distinguished a list of contributors as The of the estate
ol Manly
D. Howard. ________
deceased. On
---------nly D.
__
examtoe our stock.
igaad......
filing the petition, duly verified, of
Independent. Id a single department— its readln
trouble to show Goods.
Howard, representing that said Manly D.
O.
story department— we find, among English- Howard
ird lately died In said county
conuty of OtUwa,
Ottawa, Intesute, leaving, estate to be administered,
and Holland. Mich., May 12. 1884. 48-lv
men, such contributors as Sir Samuel W. praying for the appointment of herself, aald peBaker, the celebrated Egyptian explorer; titioner, aa administratrix thereof.Thereapon It
Is ordered, that Monday, the third day of Novem
Hardy,
E. Norris, James her next, at one o'clock In the afternoonbe assigned for the hearing of said petition,and that
Payn, F.
Robinson and Henry W. the heirs at law of said deceased, and all other perLucy, the well known and deservedly pop- sons interestedIn said estate,are required to appear at a session of aald conn then to be holden
ular novelists;while among Americans we at the Probhte office, In Grand Haven, in said
conuty, and show cause, if any there be, why tha
R. B.
M.
Proper,
notice the names of Edward Everett Hale,
prayer of tbs petitioner sbonld not be granted:
Frank R. Stockton,H. H. Boyesen,Sarah And it is further ordered, that aald petitionergive
notice to the persons interested in said estate of
O. Jewett, J. S., of Dale, Rtbecca Hard- the pendency of said petitionand the bearing Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescription
clerk,has charge, and will be ionnd at all hours,

II

quarterly magazine,with all the matter in

Any

many

Come and

N

BREYMAN.

FIRST

W.

Thomaa

W.

Drug Store.
BEST,

ing Davis

and

D;

Harriet Prescott Spofford.

The Independent printed

also, recently,the

three successive weeks previous to said day ol
hearing.
Tonrgeneff, having secured the only trans- A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE,
last

WARD

story from the pen of the Iste Ivan

For

A completeassortmentof

JudQtqf ProbaU.

lation from the Russian into English. This

department ia hat
It

a

sample of the others.

nninui

would seem to ns that The Independent

offer* not only "fifty-twodividends

daring

the year," hot, in addition, a stock dlvi-

Bfou

niiHmmiin

lot's

pom,

Estimates given

rHAS

NO EQUAL‘S kinds

RSfiss

for all

of buildings fin-

ished and completed.

Planing and Re-sawing

NEWHOME
SEWING

MACHINECd

done on short notice.

Stairs, Hand' Hailing, Sash

ORANGE MASS.

Doors, '.Blinds, Mouldings

30 UNION SQ.N.Y. CHICAGO ILL
8T. LOUIS MO. ATLANTA QA.

Brackets, etc. made and

IFOR SALE BY

furnished.

MEYER, BROUWER

mu,

cimfwALi

CO,

m

Office

and shop on

Rim

Street

near the corner of Tenth Street,
JAS.
Holland, May

97.

HUNTLEY.

1888.
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